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INTRODUOTION
Fundrunental' education 1s-a rather newly organized but important .field in education, particularly among the peoples
developed areas of the, world.

or

less

If one follows closely the recent

educational trends in the world, one cannot help but notice the
strong emPhasis on the so-called "Fundamental Education" in various countries.
The fundamental education programs

noll in

existence in many

different countries tend to have objectives which have grown out
of local and specifio needs.

Here Fundamental education appears

under the campaign for literacy; there it may present itself unde~
•

the progrrun of improving the agricultural methods and techniques;
in another place, a fundamental eduoation'projeot is 'carried out
~

as a oa111paign for better health, better nutrition and the like.
On

the larger scale, ,the United Nations Educational, Scien\

tific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) has been launching several projects in fundamental education with the cooperation of
other related agencies, such as the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), the World Health Organization (WHO), the International Labor Organization (ILO), and others which have similar
interests in social better.ment and in community development.
in hand with its

m~ber

Hand

states, UNESCO has been initiating various
.v

• I

•

vi

pilot projects in Haiti, Oh1na"Bs-S.'bleh Bal' .&trio. to D'.P.J'1a.D~
in the 1atest educational teohniques 1n raising 'the standards ot
living in a c~un1 ty.

Besides,. UNESCO is ~so planning

,01'

a

twelve-year progrrun to train specialists in tundrunental education •
..

-

Training centers are to be in Latin America, Equatorial .A1"rica,
the Middle East, India, and the Far East.

A typical center will

be organized topertor.m a tour-told task: research, production
~

I

I
I

of educational materials, teacher training, and. aid to fundamental
education activities in its region. l Such centers are now in
operation in Egypt (near Oairo), at Patzcuaro,: Mexico, and in
Mysore, India.

In addition to this, UNESCO has carried on a large

amount of publication ot various information and materials in
order to serve as a clearing house
. to its member states •
Since f'undalUent8J. education has gradually but steadily become
of great importance within the past ten years,

partic~arly

to

countries that need great deal ot reconstruction and development,
a study of its objectives and methods is important today.;tt
is of interest not only to international and national agencies.,
but also to students and teachers everywhere.

Recently, there

have been several theses written along this line

ot

education.

The work of.Miss Mildred Tsai at the Smith Oollege, tor instance,
was an attempt to study thetundamental education

progr~

of

UNESCO in her "F\mdrunental Education: The Backbone ot Unesco", an
!unesco, Learn and Live (Paris, 1951), p. 9.

...

s

unpublished' M8.ster' 'thesis.,"
"Another 'recent
,
'

atudf: 'at the !ren-

nessee State' 0011ege1' is the tb:esi's ot Mrs: Betty Hcka,. who wrote
A

_ ' . .

~

I,

on "The Fundaxq.enta1· Education Project ,. atP!tzcuaro, Michoacan,
Mexico" in 19$3'.

~>

,

,:.

--

.

,-t

However, no one has yet ~tud1ed the' ~haracteristics of

;fun-

damental education progr,. tOr rur~ and urban areas as such.

In

spite or the tact that timdalrlental education is needed in urban

•

areas, etforts inrundamental education have been mostly d1rected
toward rural regions where the needs seem to be the most urgent.
And it is the purpose ot this thesis to deal' with that problem
of exploring' the characteristics of :tundamental education

program~

for rural and urban ,areas, in a non'::'1ndustrialized country.
The term "rurai" and "urban" denote somewhat different con-,
ditions ot 11f'e from country to country, and from province to
province.

Rural and urban areas ot an

1ndustria11ze~

country wUJ

inevitably be extremely different trom those ot a less-developed

~

one.

And even among the so-called non-industrialized countries,

,

I

the conditions and needs are also ditterent, due to various other

I

facbors such as social, educational, religious, economic or po-

I

litical.

!

or urban areas do have certain basic and common characteristics

I

However, in spite of their local colors, in an indus-

trialized or non-industrialized country, as a whole, the rural

of their own that one might use as basis for comparison.
Thus, the words "non-industrialized country" as used in
this thesiS, connotes many areas, many regions.

The conditions

!-

nii

described might be that ot Hexioo, South Ammoa, the Pu Bast or
y

:

~.

•

~'"

~

~ut

Near East, or other places., .
\

.

any one of. them in particu18l'.
~

~

~

on the other hand, it is not

,0,

•

."Non-1ndustriali~ed"
is used here
....

to refer to those countries where industries, even small, are fe,w,
..-

.

and agricultUl'e .is the predominant occupation of 1h e people.
llnon-industrializ~d" a:nd

The term

"underdeveloped" might be
,

used interchangeably.

Even though they connote different aspects

of the problem" the degree of industrialization and the leve! of
development of a country are highly correlated to eaen other.
Industries help to produce goods in better quantity and quality,
to use natural resources to their maximum, to help in saving time
and energy, and thus (#. ve the people more leisure and opportuni-

,
world cha-

ties to develop themselves along lines other than working themselves out to secure a living.

In the world today,

~

racterized by its rapid and drastic industrialization, the degree
of development of a country is tightl,. knit with that of industrialization.

.And those two terms can be thus used simultaneouslJ.
•

<

t

•

They are used in preference to the old epithets "backwlLrdtl
and"prlm.itive", because the latter sound a little too contemptuou.s
and are quite often used in a derogator} manner.

The underde-

veloped countries may ,be called "backward" or "pr1m1tive ll perhaps
only in the technical

sen~e

of the term.

Their people might be

poor, underfed, underclothed, underhoused; they might lack the
material comforts of the more technically advanced countries.
But who can say whether they are primitive or backward in the

"

-"'

'l'ft,l)_dif'j':tiM""W'Ssn·

5r

.

t

..

'S

••i'f3tW

11

"

The literature in fundamental education is all contemporal7

and thus available; it wili be possible to stud,. practicall,. all
~

that have been'written on the, subject.

1

~

One of the richest source

or information and materials,--3.n this field is UNESCO, since tun\

drumental education is one of its major activities and may be
2
perhaps duly regarded as its backbone.
Because it is a new field
its literat\U'e is limited.

This thesis is, therefore, somewl).at

exploratory and speculative, though the problem of the thesis is
a practical one.

It is suggested that a similar study might be

interesting to carrYon ten or fifteen years from now when the
now new rundrumental education projects will have a history to
study and consider. \
"

2M1ldred Tsai, Pu.nd~ental.EdUcat:ton: The Backbo~e of Unesco,
Unpublished Master" s ,The,ss (Smith Oollege, '"NortliSlliPton, 1953).
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AIMS AND SOOPE OF FUNDAMENTAL EDUOATION
---.~-

People are the-toundation 01' nations and thereby 01'
world.

t~e

whol

It the toundation'is tirm,' the world will enjoy tranqui-

lity; but three-1'ourths ot~ theworld~ s population are under1'ed,
under-clothed"und.er-housed, and 11l:1te:t'.ate.;t

These hungry ndl-

lions provide nourishing 1'oods 1'or the growth 01' Oonnnunism, becaus
liberty and 1'reedom are only empty'- words to those who live with
empty stoil1a.chs and endless series

II
I

sutterings.

Oolonial

philosophy and economic policy are respons1,ble in no small measur
for this state 01' af1'airs.

The present situation needs to be

remedied 11' one hopes to bring peace, love, and prosperity to
the world.

I

o~

Almost every nation, 'and particularly tho,se nations

which cooperate in UNESOO, have 1'elt this need and have been trying hard to solve these common problems 01' poverty, 19norall:ce and
health.
Ignorance is not an isolated social tact; it is part

o~

the

tragic circle·o1' underproduction, malnutrition, disease and high
death rate.

This circle cannot be broken it only one 01' these

elements is attacked.

It is useless to concentrate on improving

-lJrones Yen, as quoted in ~ the People by Pearl Buck (New

York, 19~.5), p. 11.

I

'
I

I

naH t '

mm

2

•

"

"

health: i f the entire population remains undernouriShed.

It is

equally useless to teach the people how to read and write if they
do not have

an~

incentive to use ,their acquired Knowledge.

Agri-

cultural production cannot be raised if disease and ignorance
.,~-

.

keep the people in a condition 01' physical and mental inertia. 2
These problems are very complex and

d~d

a broader approach

than the traditional ,school-roam methods which aim primarily at
imparting academic knowledge to the children.

•

Unfortunately, the

latter is just the common case 01' many underdeveloped countries.
Kendrick Marshall remarked that "In most underdeveloped countries,
the schools have been traditionally concerned with the education
or a privileged elite by means

or

a classical curriculum having

little or no relationShip to the problems of every day living,
inculc'atlng little or no sense 01' social responsibili.ty.

~~

Mean-

while the children 01' the masses seldom have the oppo!tunities
to go to school at all.")
Previously, many et1'orts have been carried out in underdeveloped areas under such name as "mass education"" tlbasic' ed':lcation", "cultural missions" or "comrmmj ty development".

The te

"Fundamental education" was ooined by UNESOO, a world organizatio
designed to achieve peace by promoting oollaboration among the
2unesco, Learn and !4!.!. (Paris, 1951), p. 7.
3Kendrick Marshall, "The Fundamental Education Program or
Unesco," Educational Digest, XVI (January, 1951), 7.

..... w

coordinator' and st1m.u1ator 01', v8l'iou. fundamental eduoation programs in its memb'er states. .It givea them technioal assistance,
when :needed, ,through various . educational mission'S.

It serves on

the other hand as an internationalcleartng house tor the exchange
.

.-,---

and wide diffusion' ot in:f'ormation. on the .latest techniques and
6
materials being used throughout. the world. .
Fund8lY1ental education is simpl'1

~ducation

in the tundam.entals

,

of life.

~

USually,' because ot the urgent need 01' literacy in the

present,day world, fund8lY1ental education in many countries focuses

.' I

its efforts on attacking of illiteracy.
not enough.

It is not

an

But literacy alone is

end in itselt; it is rather an important

means toward a broader end,· that 01' raising the living standards
of the people in

und~rdeveloped

areas •.

When talking about. raising the. standards 01'

,

liv~,

one will

undoubtedly wonder about what ·are the standards to be a1ined at.
Are there

a:t:rf

such

COl1lllOn.

yardsticks tor the whole world?

That

is a good debatable question.
it.

People have .divergent opinions
. on
However, nobody would doubt thi\t it is necessary that all.

human beings should have a min'mum of food, a minimum in quantity
and quality in order to live a

~ealthJ

lite.

That is the tact,

even though it does not mean that all men and women should have
the same foodstuffs, in. the same quantity and prepared in the
arune way.

All the factors such as age, sex, type of work, climate

6Unesco, The World Programme gt Unesco (Unesco, n.d.),·p. 8.

'I

sa

• ,ttb.' '

z: to 5 . ,ncer'

PM,

habits,. and s09n,. must be taken into considerat1on. 1 What 18
trUe tor toods is also true 1"01',.cloth1ng,1"or housing and the 11ke
•

\0.

,.

,..

••

.

"

~

Millions ot pe<?ples in .the ". wOl'lti~toda'1 .do not. even have enough

-

tood, enough clothes., .enoughor·,othel' elements to live a decent .
.
li1'e as a human being •.. These p'eople constitute not onJ.Y'the large
masses ot DlaD.'Y'

underdeveloped·~areas,.

but also.a mmiber or under-

privileged groups right ,in the heart. or mo,st· advanced areas s..s wel •
The mine workers, "the migrato1'7labor.ers,· rishermen, refUgees, and
other submerged poor 1n,the.c,ity slums deserve as much attention
trom tundamental educat10n program as the people 1n the backward
areas.

In other. words, .whereverthere is ignorance and disease,

illi teracy and poverty, consti tut1ng' . ~ hindrance to human progress
and a barr1er to internationalunderstand1ng and world prosperitY','

there

~

the need tor tundamental educat10n.

The main purpose 01" tundamental' education 1s nto .help the '
people understandthe1r immed1ate problems and to g1ve them the
skills to solve them through .their own ettorts...

It is to ',salvag4

a generation by g1v1ng 1t the minimum 01" educat10n needed to

,

improve its way of lite, 1ts health, its producativ1ty, and 1ts
8
social, economic and political organizat10n."
The objective 01"
fundamental education is not to implant a foreign

cul~ure

on top

of a native soil; 1t is not the question ot Westernizing, so to

7Unesco, Fundamental Education, Common Ground 1'qr All Peo..!>le
(New York, 1947), pp. 202-20j..
8
Unesco, Learn and Live, p. 7.

I

~

I

-

Z :

7

7

$m'zj;~

6
speak, blindly every c,omer ot the eax-th.· How monOtonous it will
be i t every country in the; world possesses. the same thing/.,
diversity ot

c~tures

-

' . . . .,.

The

t

'I

might be compared to' the music dt a s,mphony

to whose complexity each instrument contributes its notes.

Mr •.

. #--

Caliver is very right in maintaining :that fundamental education
should try to develop the best elements in the people t s culture.
.
In the "Project of Adult Education for Negroes," he said that,
"

•

"Fundamental Education is designed ·to help underprivileged people
to live tuller and happier lives in an ever changing environment,
to develop the best elements in their own culture, and to partiCipate in the economic and' social progress in their areas and in
the world.

It attempts ,to give 'people the fundamental tools which

will enable them to tunction eftectively at l'east on the elementalt

,

level, as workers, citizens, and individuals."

9

As workers, men and women should be given an amountA)t :.t"un•

drumental education that will permit them to dominate their physica

...

environment and to preserve and exploit the natural resources in
order to raise their standards of living.

,

As citizens, they

should be educated so that they will live in har.moD1 with their
environment, their family, community, nation as well as other
parts 01' 'the world.

As individuals, they should be provided a

minimum of education which will enable them to develop the best

9A• Caliver, "Project for Adult Education for Negroes,"
School Lite , XXXI (November 1948),

a.

'

I

7

ot themselves, to 11v.h...l'bbr,~4,~S.1s, ..oq,vJ..s.~·&

.'b1'011l ••D ••

of: h'UlllSn dignity' through spiritual., :mental and moral progress.
To fulfill these vast objectives in

combat~ing

'\

disease,

poverty, and ignorance, fundamental' education should include
,,-

instruction in methods of hygiene, child care, in new techniques
of agrioulture, husbandry, in the element s of eoonomic, social
organizations and the like., Such a wide scope of activities un-

.

~

avoidably results in some overlapping with that of adult eduoation.
It is not easy to draw a definite line between them.

However,

one can say, in general, 'that the' scope of t"undamental education
is broader, and at the .same time,:,narrower than that
education.

ot

adult

It is broader because. it includes not only the adults

but also the children. : It is narrower because it limits itself
only to the minimum and basic education indispensable for men to
live a fuller and happier lite.
To reach the masses,' that

so~called

mintmum education can

not be much, . and one might· question the effectiveness of
little knowledge.
said?

I

~ch

Is a little knowledge dangerous as Pope bnce

Or is much knowledge more dangerous than little knowledge

for the

s~e

or arrow?

reason tnat a bomber is more dangerous than a bow

The real issue is not whether

knowle~e

should be

little or great; the question is whether the heart is set on the
right

p~th,

for all knowledge is dangerous i f the heart is savage.

Montaigne also maintained the same opinion when he said that liLa

8
science ~ conscience n'est que ruine ~ l'ime. a Science withou
conscience is the destruction of the soul.' Fundamental education,

.

like any

othe~

education, should be' aware of that fact, and try
\

its best to keep the train1~ of the heart abreast that of the
mind.
Because of its vast scope, fundamental education also

se~s

to delve into the rea1m of vQoational edUcation, to a certain
extent.

The :training of people in simple methods of agriculture,

husbandry, in the exploitation of natural resources, and the like,
often constitute, in fact, a beginning step necessary for further
,

' 10

professional training.

\~

It plays great emphasis on the develop-

ment of small but useful industries and does not deal with 'the
broad scope of vocational education.
•

The content of fundamental eduoation 1s unl.1m1ted, and
probably no two experts would agree on any definite program as
such, because it will have to.depend on the local oonditions at
each place.

Even though fundamental education concerns its'elf

with the whole range of basic human activity, it ooncentrates .
first on the most urgent needs and problems ot each particular
area under consideration.

In a community predominantly agricul-

tural, but where the level of living is very low, and the methods
of cultivation very backward, the fundamental education program
lO"Education de Base," Service Social Dans ~ Monde, No.2,
(Published in B~uxels) (May 1952), 62.

-,

'

"

9
w~ll inevitably oapitalize on·the agl.'.icultural imProvement. 'Tech

niques in preventing soil erosion,:, adoption ot selec.tion ot seeds,
rotation of

c~ops,

..

"

and the like,. will be included in the

pro~ram.

On the other hand,.if the group is illiterate and needs to read

.--

directions and important notices' in ·the factory', tor eXSlttple,
literacy

c~paign

is obviously the tirst thing to be initiated.

Whatever the content might include, tundamental

.

progr~

should

d~velop

~ducation

. "

in the· long" run the skills ot thinking

and eonmnmicating, skills. in domestic science as well as in vocational occupation, and in'. self-expression in. the arts and crafts.
The education tor health through personal and community hygiene
'should not. be neglected. ,Besides,: the program should be originated so that to better the knowledge and und.erstanding ot the
physical as well' as human,environment; it· should succeed in helping people understand the natural processes

~d

.ot the world and the people' who live in them.
fund~ental

know other parts
On the other hand,

education8hould not overlook the "development 'ot

,

.

quali ties to fit men to live in .the modern world such as personal
judgment and initiative, treedom from tear

~d

superstition,

sympathy and understanding tor ditferent points ot view."

And

above all, in its intensive, long run plan, tundamental education
should not disregard the spiritual and moral development of the
11

people •.

--~------

___~~.........=

Eduoation, 'Desoription

~

Programme

-10

At. 1'irst

glance~ tund~ental

education

nQW

in practice in

f -

various parts 01' the world. seems to
.' •

enric~ng

the

~hysical

tQCU

s its

pr~

e1'fort on

II'

s ~

side 01' ltt6.

»

Almost in every corner 01'

the earth today, the trend appears to be that' 01' promoting better
health, better crops, more adequate supply 01' food, shelter, and
so on.

It seems' to be so because 01' the

urgen~

need along that

line. 'However, one should not ignore the tact that tundrunental

•

education is not a mere communication 01' scientific knowledge and
techniques, even though it is undeniable t~t sc~ence had brought
good things to man and must not be. 'undervalued.

It education is
,

reduced to the mere transmission 01' science, it would cause great
damag~,

because 01' the deadening etfect 01' the machine age on the

soul 01' man.
The prestige 01' science in the' en ntemporar,- world seems to
be largely due to the service it renders to
industrialists.

m11itaris~s

and

Most of its triumphs are on the material realm.

But spiritually, Mr. Ras Vihary Das believed that, with

th~ .

., ,

,

development ot science, man has not been made better than-.his
forefathers.

"Peace and tranquility, charity and justice as well

as other virtues ot mind and spirit, ,have not been quite as
abundant.in the scienti1'ic age as one would wish them to be. u12
A little further in the international round-table discussion
12Uneseo, Humanism ~ Education !n ~ ~ West (Paris,
1953), p. 78.

-

..

11

about Humanism :and Ed\1cation ,in. East ,and West, he said,
It (soience)' assumes thateveryth1ng is know~ble and is in
prinoiple sensible, that our intellect is sntficient to
oope with. all aspeotsot reality. I oonoeive it to be a
: moral duty of all intelligent persons to carry forward the
work of intelleotual a~~ysis and understandi~as far as
it will go; and we oannot reoognize any arbitrary limit
beforehand. But this is different from supposing as soience
seems to do, that there oannot ex1~t any mysteries in rea'lity which we may be unable to solve. This is likely to
breed intelleotual arroganoe and 1aok of genuine humility.13

"

•
The wheel of soientifio progress and developm.ent oannot be turned
.

,

baok; the only thing left for mod,ern world to do is'to put it in
its due plaoe.

Science and teohnology are only meam, and as

suoh, they are neither good nor bad.

In teaohing soientific

knowledge and teohnology to .the people, fundamental education
should see to it that they will 'use them as useful .lI1eans to live
happier and fuller, and not to

.

c~inge

and make them idols ot their lite.

to their material advantages

Until this is achieved, the

possible spiritual danger to men due to science cannot be disoarde •
Another problem not'less
important to be considered is..that
.
,

or the modern doctrine ot adjustment.

Education Should help'the

students adjust themselves to the environment in whioh they live.
It is true, in deed, but 'not complete.

In his "Change Our Env1-

romnent," Hutohins mai!ltained, "Our mission here on earth is to
change our environment, not to adjust ourselves to it.

I,
,

t

To adjust

13Ibi d., p. 79.

•

'.,
"

12

\

o:prselves to brutality, 'inhuman1tl, i,unjuatioe, and stupid1ty, of
which the world is

tull~~thoughlt~ ~s":'eas7, aD1
.'

able--is

habi~

may look profitWI'

torming and will'lIlake: outot you at the least a

character you would now shudder to think ot .11 1 4 He believed that

.--

.

the problem lies in the moral and

i~tellectual

realm, in acbievi

the feeling: that one has done the most ot oneself, 'the best one
,

,~

'

could, and not let oneself, neither one's fellowmen down.

This
l

attitude depicts the other extreme of the issue.
a certain extent, but cannot be altogether true,
opponent.

~just

like its

Life is not a constant one-way adjustment, either the

individual to his environment,' or vice versa.
It is rather a combination ot the

simple.

It is right to

It is not that

~o.

Fundamental

education, as well as -,all other eduoational program:s, should be
aware of that tact so that in its efforts to

educate~en

it does

not give undue 'emphasis to either factors.
This

brie~ly

is the general picture ot tundamental education,

.

a new field in today's.education, partioularly in underdeveloped
,
countries. Looking around the world, one oannot de~ its 1mpor.

tance.

It is a big job and a great challenge to national as well

as international agencies.

It is not a lite's ttme work.

It

will take generations and generations to accomplish maybe a small

,

M. Hutchins, IICh~e Our Environment, II The Phi ;;;..;;.-.,;;.;:::.
Delta
XXXIII (October 1951), 86.

14a.

Kap~an,

15Ibid •

- -
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"

p()rtion of it.

:tnthe 10110w11'18 ohe.pteJ9l, atlo"' a1'a s1",en to

determine, to same extent, the Characteristios ot such,an
pr~gram

educational

1mportan~

,

,

'I

tor rural and urban areas ot a non-1ndustr1-

ali zed country.,
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OONDITIONS OF RURAL AND URBAN AREAS .'

.--

•

IN NON-INDUSTRIALIZED OOUBTRY

Rapid' industrial development of

~e

last two or three cen-

turies has 'Opened the way to the use ot the world's resource~ wit
increasing effectiveness.
for various areas.

.

But the rate ot progress is very uneve

While r some .,' countries succeed
'
!
...

i~

bringing great

,~

industrial development, and thereby better to 'a great extent the
living and working

co~d,itions

still very, slow in a,Plyi,ns

of their ,people, ma.n:y others are

m~dern

techniques.

.

In backward regions, h\ml8.D and
. natural resources are not

used properly or eftectively.
areas is typically agrarian.

The economy ot tnese underdevelope
The majority of them make their
!

liv:1ng from the soil.

"

. I

But because ,of primitive and backward

methods and tools used in 'cultivating the land, tne output per
person is only one-tenth ot. that achieved in the more advanced
countries. l Livestock and poultry are otten poorly bred, poorly
kept and unproductive.
Being already poor, the peasants in most underdeveloped areas
lUnesco, Technical Assistance tor Economic Development. A
Report (Lake Success, New York, 1949T;p. 4.

•

I

1.5
sutfer, one ·way or another, the yokeot the land tenant 81atem.
They work hard, but succeed in
A large part

ot

seo~ing

only. a bare subsistence.
\I'

'j

their labor's profits goes to the landlord's

-

pocket because of high:' rate of land rent, and excessive interest
in lending money.

Industries, if there are any,' areSQ8.l'ce and small in scale.
They are mostly cottage industries, ve'1!1 traditional in thei:r:
methods, and inadequate in their producativity.
leave much to be desired.

Working conditioIl~

Individual· income is very low, and thus

living conditions are inadequate.

Acc.ording t.b the following

table, the economic level of the people in underdeveloped country
is very undesirable, if compared to that of ,the more developed

one~.

The non-human energy consumed in underdeveloped country, for ins- \
tance, is less than one-twentt eth of that used in

'the

developed

region.
TABLE 12

ECONOMIC FACTORS IN UNDERDEVELOPED, INTERMEDIATE
AND DEVELOPED COUNTRY.

crnderdeveloped Intermediate

2/3 .

of the world
Per capita Income a,
Non-Human Energy
Consumed

41

1/6

of the world

1.54

b

Industrial Investmen~

1.2
11

6.4

.39

Developed

1/6

of the world

461
26.6
100

2From U.S.Department of State, Point Four, Cooperative Program ~ Aid in the Development of Economi~ Underdevelop~
Areas, Publication.3719 (January, 1950), OMrt "0", p. 16.
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au. S. D~llal's eQ;~valent per anUm~'
bHorsepow.er hours
C p er

"

.

!

per~da,.,' per ca~1ta.'·

workE)r (Index 100),.':

. . ,.' .' ..
"

<.-

j;, :." :.

,

-

Illiteracy is very 'common.' i. :'Opportilmities
..

~

j

,

'

"

,

tor

training in

skilled trade, in agricultural"techniquesare ;ve~ meager.

There

is little or no fr8ll1e work of public health admin1'stration; the
elementary rules of health are either not knOW!), or practiced.. As
a result, malrmtr:1tion and starvation, disease and a high death
rate are very common." The' average life expectancy in most of
those underdeveloped countries is about less than hall' as long as
in the highly developed countries.

As a matter of' fact, there is

a large number of' areas in the world Which have a life expectancy
as low as thirty-three ,.ears or even thirty years.· The coming

\

tabl.e stmII'I18.l'izes briefly but clearl,.· the health conditions of'
underdeveloped in comparison to those of' more developed countries.
TABLE,II 3

;

II

, HEALTH CONDITIONS IN UNDERDEVELOPED, IftERMEOIATE
AND DEVELOPED COUNTRY
\
~==================~~~~==~==~~~====~~==~~==~==;=~'
Underdeveloped Intermediate
Developed

2/3

1/6

Physicians
(per 100,000)

17

78

106

L,if e Exp eo tancy (years

30

52

63

333

143

64

of' the world 'of' the world

T.B.Death Rate
(per 100,000)

3Ibid. , from Chart "F II, p. 25.

1/6

of the world

.........
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With suoh a. laole ot prop•• s, what are the

o~ttOD.'

ot ttl

rUral and urban areas? ' The terms. tlrural ll and lIurban ll are not
"

. easy 'to detine .', The Un! ted, States census olassifies urban as an

.

area with 25,000 or more

pop~ation.

f;

any rural-urban definition

, But ,actually, the basis

~or

nO,t in number of' people; Kre1iJlow '

believed that it ·is rather in . the "relationships between people
and between

pe~ple and the

land. tl~
~

In a predom1natltiq agricultural country, the majority of the
population

li~e

in.rural communities •.. In same places, they live

in villages, in others, on scattered f'ar.ms. 'Whatever the set-up
may be, the rural area, ·;·particularly ,of' a non-industrialized
country, is characterized by a lack

o~'water'

supply, electriCity,

adequate means of'transportation,and communication, and of
other comforts

or

manr

city lite. .'.

Communication and .transportation faoilities are generally
.
limited and primitive •. Traveling is mainly by f'oot, horses, or
slow boat.

Postal service,

i~

there is any, is slow and

i~de

quate; sometimes, even such inadequate service is non-existent
many places.

Transaction

o~

business and transmission

are largely oral, informal, face

to~ace

relationships.

o~

5

~n

ideas
Electri-

city hardly exists in rural areas, and water supply is perhaps
one

01'

the biggest problems.

Water is the source

o~

life of' the

4Burton Kreitlo~, Rural Education:Community Backgrounds (New

York, 1954), p. 3.
5Hsin Pao Yang, Adult Educatio~ !n Rural Community (Unesco,
P~ris
1 0
•
-.
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people; but in mostot the rural
~d

countries, water'isscarce,
quarters.

And even when

co~tl'8

ot

~4,~,Y.lop.4

eomettmes

v~ry

tar trom the liv1

it is

ve~

otten contaminated.

availa~le,

..

, S01l erosion is another tactorcontributing to the extreme

.-

poverty ot many ot the rural
much attention,to the
the mercy ot strong

people~.

detr~ental

~ain

Forests are cut down-withou

ettect on the soil.

Lett to

and wind, the soil is waShed away, its

terti1ity is 2ost, and undesirable crops result.

•

A great deal ot

natural resources are wasted through. soil erosion, and through
the lack ot knowledge about scientific techniques and modern tool
il

which woUld increase the potential output ot labor.

In most non-

industrialized countries, besides,the loss in production as such,
the conditions are a$gravated because ot the inadequate ways ot
.

conserving tarm prodllcts.;' A great percentage ot stor'ed grains an
edible legumes are lost.' "It. is clained that about 10. percent ot
the total world crop is' useless," due to the ettects ot insects,
6
rodents, and tungi. Taking these tactors into consideration, it
.

is not ditticul t, to see why the' output per person is
in comparison to the work put, in.

\

ve~

As consequence, the

small

ind1vidu~'

income and consequent level ot living ot the people are low.
Housing in underdeveloped oountries is generally inadequate
in their rural areas.

Most ot

th~

houses or huts serve at the

6 Unesco, Technical Assistance, pp. 22-23.

"

-!I

s~e
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time as kitchen, sleeping

In Mexico,

1'o~.example,·people

dirt 1'1001'. 7

qua~t.rs,

as well as a workabop.

sleep on-straw mats right on the

The
. shelter d11'1'er2:1 from oountry to country.

-,

It

is built of bamboo, thatch, wood, mud, stone, or brick. It follows

.-tradi tional pattern and in general the ,"washing facilities

are

unsatisfactory; there is no provision tor sewage and garbage
disposal; the water supply is inconvenient or·contaxn1nated; insect
.
• If 8
in1'est the huts,
and animals share the shelter with the people.
That is an encouraging condition for contagious diseases.

On the 6ther hand, because of poverty,' the question of clothing and proper diet has no place .in the farmer's primary' concerns.
They consider themselves to be lucky if they can secure just
enough foods to

pu~

away->hunger, and enough -of something to calm

down the vicissitudes of, the weather.

The low level of living

reduces the vitality of. the people; and with the comm9n unsanit

'I

conditions of most rural communities, diseases are very familiar.
Diarrhea, malaria,tuberculosis, and many other contagious
have a strong hold of the people.

~iseas

s

Health and welfare services .ar

in general lacked; midwifes and nurses are scarce, and doctors,
not in existence in most of the rural areas.

Besides, the belief

in evil spirit, in witchcraft, and black magic as causes or diseases or many rural

folk·deprive~

the sick from adequate medical

8Unesco, Youth and Fundamental Education (Paris, 1954), p. 1".
7Nathan L. Whetten, Rural Mexico (Chicago, 1948), p.

447.

I,
care.
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All these t'actors create a high'inoidenoe of mortal. disealle ,

high deathrate, .. and ;part.icular17 :of,higb. infant mortality.
"

II'

all these deaths are to be charged up to the ignorance 01' the

.-

peopl'e and their extreme poverty.'·: :',
Ignorance begets poverty,. and: poverty begets ignorance.
1s really a 'vicious circle tor lI18ll1' people..
all for rural community.

That

But that is not yet

Discuss about the cond1tions ot' rural

•

Cuba, Lowry Nelson observed that liThe major problems that weigh
heavily on rural Cuba are poverty, 19norance, isolation, and lack
. of local initiative and responsibility.1I9

What is true t'or Cuba

is also true to a 'great extent to many other underdeveloped
countries.

Isolation is perhaps the universal index to rural lit'

part1cularly in those areas where means ot' communication and tranlt
portation are very meageranci inadequate.

More or J.ebs seJ.t-

supported in t'ood, :clotb1ng, anelter, even in a undesirable way,
rural community is relatively cut 6t't trom the rest of the soc1et •
On the other hand, the lack of local in1 tiative and re'spon-

,

sibility 1s, to a great extent, unescapable when the people are
poor, ignorant" and isolated.

Being isolated, they do not know

about the better life of other people outside their community.
They are thus inclined to feel satisfied with their lot and are
not eager to find new ways, new things to better themselves.
Furthermore, because they are ignorant, they do not see their

9Lowry Nelson, Rural Cuba (Minneapolis, 1950), p. 256.
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responsibilit,. toward sooiety"
ge for leadership.

Be~ides,

and do not ha.e

th~

needed knowled-

rural'people;are in general so

pressed by their ilmnediate' probl,ems of dailY livlng that their

--

range of interests in life is narrowed, and their personal in1tiative,

cr~ped.

And even when there are some individuals

capable of"initiative and responsibility in the cxommunity, they
usually tend to move away· to the city where life is much more
~

,

comfortable".

As' consequence, rural area has, constantly suffered

from this lack of leadership.
Among those major problems of

rural~

ccmsmun1ty , isolation is

the most predominant factor.' The physical isolation of rural
life gives rise to its

me~tal

to localism or provincialism. '

isolation.

Its people tend to cline

~eir i~eas,

concepts, conventions,

attitudes, and even procedures in their daily living ere usually
dictated by traditions and customs.

.

The individual's behavior

is greatly oontrolled and regulated by society.

In rural commu-

nity,everyone knows everybody else. ' As result, there emerg,es an
unknown but strong fo»ce of social censure whiCh restrains peop'le

from wrong doing.

This moral help is more or less laCked inmost

of the advanoed urban areas.
Strongly attached to traditions and customs, the rural peoplE
form a relatively homogeneous and stable group.

It is in part

due to its kinship relations, and on the other hand, to its
relative lack of mobility within and
classes.

~ong

its sooio-economic

Disregarding the existenoe of the caste system, peculia!

'.
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to someplace--India tor example, ,in most underdeveloped regions,
it is a long and hard
social status.

proc~ss

tor., rural people to improve their

All their hard wo.rk, long endurance can hardly

solve the basic necessities 01' life ibr many 01' them.

How then

can they save money, time, or energy to better their social status
Thus, in rural society, life seems to be stagnant and slow in its
evolution toward progress. ,

•

Besides its homogeneity and stability" and. due in large part
to its isolation, the rural community has a strong sense of unity
among its members.

There

js

great deal ot personal and inf'ormal

contact among neighbors, even,' though the areas of contact are o:f
less variety than in urban society.
to the narrowness
som~

inthe,hori~on

01'

And as though to compensate
~ontacts,

rural people have

kind o:f warmth in their heart, Ita native warmth of heart, not

cooled by convention and competition."

10

The sense ot: solidarity,

o:f brotherhood, 01' mutual , love, and help is strong.
"

Unity is one of the ,characteristics

:01'

rural communitYa

especially in regard to its individual 1'amily.

Carl Taylor

~ai~

in his Rural Qooiology that the oountry home is a social entity
:far more than it is in the city, where there are hundreds of 6the
11
agencies competing tor the time and attention of its members.
l°Anderson, ~ Countn Town (New York, 1914), p.201.
11
188.

'

Carl Taylor, Rural Sociology (New York, London, 1926), p.

.,;,..... i

t
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Contact with outsiders of theoomm.uD1ty is'muoh lesaer than in
urban areas.

The home is th~ main focus ot interests ot the peopl •
. ,

"

.

"

That is the playe where they spend most of their time together:
they live together, eat together, and work together as a.good team
..
Everyone in the f~ly contributes in his,' or her way to the com-

-.

mon welf.are, of the family.
The husband, being the head 'ot the unit, does work hard to
support the whole household.

In

m~y

•

underdeveloped countries,

particularly those in Asia,: this includes not only the parents
.

.

.

and Children, but grand-parents, uncle,
well.

Work in

rur~l

~unt,

.

'nieces, nephews as

area is labor trom startlight to startlight.

A great deal of hard manual labor is required because ot the
exceedingly prtmitive implements and methods.

It is time-consumi

energy-consuming, and thereby, money-consuming

proces~.

rural tolk in less developed areas,have in general
time tor play or rest.

lit~le

Thus th.e
or no

Lite is rather quite and monotonous, not

full ot excitement like that in urban region.
The condition ot women 'is perhaps the worse among the lot •.
Besides their domestic duties and care tor the children, they als
Share the hard work ot thetar.m with their men sometimes.

It 1s

not easy work, that of-women in the country side; and it is muoh
more so in non-industrialized countries where modern methods,
time-saving, and energy-saving devioes are laoked, or even not in
existence.

From dawn to dawn and all year round, the woman is

always with work.

Having no time to herself, her little world is

'1

very- narrow, maY,:be 11m1ted only ,to the barn !Lot.

Too milch work,

and having usually no education except, that given :through traditions and customs,,_ she, seldom

ha~

enough time

ana

necessary know-

ledge to care properly, for her, Children •

,-

.

~e latter, more or less brought up by nature during their
'

,

tender years, become gradually, helpful members of the f8lrl1ly.

At

five or six, they already start to give a little help around the
house.

•

Froia. baby-sitting job to the work about the house, or at
.

.'

I

the market place w1.:th;.her mother, the girl gets her, "educationn
slowly but in a practical way.

The boy, 9n bis part" assists his

father in caring ,for the cattle and gradually takes up the work 1
the farm.

In that way, the methods ,and techniques, as well as th

traditional outlook on "l1.te are transmitted little by little, but \
firmly to the younger ,generation.
In a physical and social set-up ot rural
examined, how then is: the place ot education

commun1~y
~

as just

rural life?

Children 'in rural areas are, in general, very latent in att~d1ng
school.

•

And this is even,more aggravated

inunderd~veloped',

.

countries where educatt pnal, facilities are scarce and compulsory
education laws are not enacted, or even not in existence.

"Educa-

tion is regarded as a privilege only for leisure class, a selecte
12
few having special mental endowment for intellectual pursuits."

12Hsin Pao Yang, Adult. Educgtion in Rural Community, p.

3.

me'

*'¥i

Th~t

ttiww rr'¢

3tH _tt

'.7

is the common

Besides,une kind at education

atti~ude.

usUally given in'most 'underdeveloped countries; is very acad~c,

..

"

having little or nothing to do with the practical side of

lif~.

-

It appears to the common people to be'unUsetul, and is, on the
..

;

other hand, too expensive to send the' children to school.

Many

of them do not have enough money,to secure decent clothes, minimum foods and needed books "for' their children to go and get edu~

cated.

More than that, children are usually needed in and about

the house; sending them to school is in the way a great loss to
the family.
Moreover, because ot the strongattachement ot the people to
localism, traditions and old customs, they do not teel inclined
to learn new thing." In many rural co:mmunities, customs and
traditions are quite often emerged with superstitions,' and are
likely subjected to criticism or renovation by educated people.
The ignorant and very conservative peasants thus do not have much
sympathy tor the latter and theretore tor "education".

On their

part, the landlords, the ruling .class do not tavor education
either tor tear ot losing:their positions and benefits once the
people become educated.

To them, "getting educated seems likely

to mislead the people,-and make them become 'new stylist', no
longer paying respect to tradition and customs, and as a regult
more difficult to manage and govern. 1113 Formal education in rural

13Ibid., p. 4.

..
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area is thus veI7 low.

Scho.ol, it there is any, is usually

frequented by children of a handful families of ,means.
when there is

~

..

,

And even
t,

high incentive'to go to sohool, in Vietnam for

--

instance where education was once'regarded as a basis for social
classification" the children of the cammon people , are unable to
~

fulfill their aspirations tor lack of needed educational facilitie •
To sum up, rural conditions are potentially heal thtul with
l

its wholesome family lite, social community lire, and its close
harmony with nature.

But on the other hand, there is XlIUch to be

improved and changed to overcome its shortcomings.

The low level

of living, the loneliness and the many other inconveniences ot
•

farm life, added to the lack of education have to be remedied to
preserve ,the goodness 'and develop other desirabilities of rural
life.
Oompared to rural conditions,urban situations are in general
much better otf.

Means ot transportation and communication are

comparatively more advanced than that in,its rural

co~terpart.

,
"Roads, waterways, stream railroads, eleotrio roads--street cars
,

and inter-urbans--air routes, all the vehioles ot transportation,
telegraphs, telephones, cables, wireless, books, papers and
magaZines, business and personal correspondence, and word of mout
are direct agencies of

communic~tion.

There is: not one of these

that is no't more prevalent in the city than in the country. ,,14
These urban oonveniences are however less advanced and less deveRural 30ciolo
• • , .. ~ ....
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loped than thoee et 'bbot

mo~. ~ft4V.I'bI'S...lt •• 4

oOWl'bl'i...

wra..

(l".rfrl

ot moderniBation of the city in a'non-industrialized country is
-still low, but, does make urban l1te tar more comf'ortabJe
than tha

in rural area.

Electricity and running water are common.

.--

Howeve

they are usually too expensive and thus not widely used for all
purposes like in more developed regions.
general tor light.

E1'ectricity is used in

Astor running water, very 'lew people can

•

provide it tor their home.

And it involves a, rather inc:onvenient

pro cess and takes much time and energy to get it rrom the public
fOmltai ns.

The urban community"ia usually lmown tor its high density or
popul~tion.

But desPite the'physical pro.x1m1ty' ot city people,

5
"of rellow-reeling' and under
social distance prevails.1The
lack
standing which characterizes this social distance is quite eviden
in cities.

Even within the tamily, the members are usually not

quite united by common interests and attitudes like those in rur
areas.

They might work at different hours, in ditrerent places,
,
and contact dirr erent people. The family thus tends to be some-

what less stable and homogeneous.
On the other hand, this dense population ot urban area
stimUlates the people to some extent.

They are more on the eager

to move, and are comparatively less bound by old traditions than

15Noel Gist and L.A. Halbert, Urban Society, 3rd ed. (New
York, 194.9), p. 267.

~;

,"

~
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rural people.

They are active and have a greater variety ot occu
.J

•

pations, and thus a superior economic opportunities than the
They v.ary from office, business job, to~trade, skilled

latter.

.-

and unskilled work.

But the main occupation of great number of
.

dwellers of underdeveloped urban areas is trade.

The transaction

of goods usua,lly involves a long and unnecessary . process from
producers to consumers.

As a result, the price is highly raised,

•

•

and quite otten not unifor.mly set.
not ma.ny and

th~

Vocational professions are

active production of goods is weak.

Industries

in these areas demand in general a great deal of manual labor.
"Most of the industrial outputs come from handicraft industries
16
scattered in numerous households and small workshops. II
Unskilled labor in the city is usually in surplus since the population is dense and industries are few.
The conditions. of living of city dwellers seem tQ be far
ahead from those ot rural regions.
wealth.

Urban area is the center of

Its inhabitants have in general a relatively

easie~

and

more comtortable lite with their superior schools, churches,'
literature, art, leisure time, besides many other material conveniences.

Park and Burgess called the city, the center of culture,

from where gravitates the innovation in social life and in ideas~1

16Unesco, Youth and Fundamental Education, p. 11.

17

.

Robert E. Park, ll.al., The City (Chicago, 1925), p. 185.

"
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But

o~one

piti~ul

examines'it

closely~he

life, of a good number

ot

cannot pass without notice the

its inhabitants,..

They are the

unskilled workers, the m1grato:ry'laborers, tisher.men, fishermen,
refugees and other
is a hard life.·

submerg~d-poor

in the city slums.

Their

li~e

They are the ones whom Frank Laubach would call

"the silent victims, the forgotten men tl

18

ot society.

In the midst of noise and seemingly endless activities dr
the urban community,

and~ong

their sufferings are not heard.

the wealth of many well-to-do peop
For clothing, they are not bette

than their friends in the country, even though urban people are,
as a whole, well dressed than the latter.' Their shelter might'be
a small house, rented and Shared among two or more tamilies; it

.

might be a sampan, a boat-house, or any rooted corner where thay
can lay down their heads.

Their meals are quite often unbalanced,

and not always sutficient because their incomes are inadequate,
and oftentimes irregular.
The difference between rich and poor in the city is
pronounced.

ver~

The death rate in rural area is less variable trom

class to class than in city,.where medical facilities and health
service are available, but quite expensive for the poor to afford.
As a result, "the city, on the average, increases the average
length of life of superiors and decreases that of inferiors. ,,19

18

Frank Laubach, Silent People Speak (New York, 1943), p. 1.
19
Ernest Burgess, The Urban Community (Chicago, 1927), p. 83.
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As, a whole, the death rate' is comp.arativel'1 higher in urban than
in rural area.

It

is due to the congested type of living in the

first which involves much of indoor work, lack

of frean air, and

greater exposure to large variety of pathogenic organisms, and th

.--

.

results in greater possibilities for contagious diseases and deat •
Concerning the level of education, formal and informal, it
is nmch higher in urban than in rural connmmity.

There are more

educational facilities, in terms of manpower, equipment, and
agencies.

But, just like in any other question, the poor general

are not able to secure needed education for themselves as well as
for the1r children, even when they are aware ot the importance of
education'in a complex world ofa urban setup.
lack of financial means.

The main reson is

And when education is free, they still

cannot afford to sepnd their time and energy tor education while
the basic needs of the daily living are urgently

pres~ing

on them.

And as summary, one may say without exaggeration that improperly clothed, poorly. housed, . undernouriShed, diseased,

1ll~terat

and frequently exploited are the characteristics of the rurai

p~o

pIe as well as those underprivileged poor, labor workers of the
urban areas.

Their lives are an Unending ser1es of worries, of

famine, drought, and d1seases.

They cannot express their wiShes;

they are the silent people of the earth; they are the forgotten
men.

Desperate, "they will grasp any hand that is extended to

help them.

Therein, lies our hope--and our responsibi1ity,,20 for

20Frank Laubach, "Literacy As a
Delta K~ an XXXIII (October 19 1)
J

for \vor1d Pe3.ce," Phi
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CHAPTER III
FUNDAMENTA~EDUCATION

CONTENT FOR

RURAL AND URBAN AREAS

Rural and urban people of underdeveloped country, as
been noted in the previous chapter, are not alike.

ha~

"They often

speak differently, act differently, dress differently, and even
think differently.

This is a result of the different environment

influences"thrust upon them by the physical, social and economic
characteristics of the communities in which they live. 1I

1

They

are different, but the problems of poverty, ignorance, diseases,
and high death rate, are common to them.

,

The fundamental education program designed to help them rais
'their standards of living, has to gear its efforts toward solving
these immediate problems.

Quite often, because of the crying

needs for economic development, many less developed countries,
particularly those which recently obtained their independence,
and set forth for" rapid reconstruction, are quite puzzled knowing
not where to start.

Literacy or economic relief first?
,

These

problems are very crucial and related one to another as the links

lBurton W. Kreitlow, Rural Education: Community Backp,rounds
(New York, 1954), p. 69.
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or a unbroken chain. :, The,. torm a vicious circle and have to 'be
attacked, not one at the expense of the other, but all at the
same time if

..

p~ssible.

•

•

Fundamental education has no definite'nor universal set of

.--

courses designed to meet this situation.

Being very sensitive to

the conditions and needs of each locality, ',it varies from place
to place, and from time to time.

However, it involves in general

•

strong literacy campaign, training in basic occupational skills,
as well as educating in the elementary knowledge of living.

The

latter includes of course the inculcating of proper and fruit.ful
use o.f leisUre time Which is quite often neglected an an underdeveloped country., Basically,

th~se

elements in fundgmental edu-

cation are the same for the rural and urban comrmmity.

But

because of the different characteristics of each area; the emphasi
and methods of approach may be different to certain extent.
There is no doubt about the need for literacy.

It is a guar

against fraud, a means in gathering world knowledge of 'new methods
,
and techniques for improvement. Besides, it is a needed device,
.for social communication, especially in urban center where social
contact and communication are much more complicated and' rather relevant.

',llhe urban workers have to read, for instance, mute direc-

tions, notices, and the like, very otten in

thei~

daily living.

It is there.fore necessary for them to overcome illiteracy as soon
as possible, in order to live
The .first problem of rural area, on the contr

34

·1

illiteracy but rather in the rapid eoonomio
development.

Literacy is only

or

secondary

reoon.t~ot1on

importance~

and

especially

when communication is primarily based on personal contact rather
•

I

on written words.

However, it is still a "must" for the community
..

-

development to be successful, rapid,' and sound •. Thus, literacy is
needed both in rural and urpan society.
it is rather in the

J:;IeJ.~tive

If there is any

differenc~

degree of urgency.

The lack of literacy in underdeveloped country, may be chargea
up to its poverty, its static life, to the selective system of
education, which favors only a privileged few.:, It might be due to
the opposition
of land and industrial leaders for fear to lose
.
.

their tremendous profits in exp,loiting the ignorant people.
perhaps a result of

an

It is

unbalanced" provision of education and need1

ed literature in colloquial languages which lead to a-lapse back
to illiteracy on the part

or

the newly literates,

they are of illiterate parents.
of the reluctant

~ttitude

esp~cially

when

It may be in part the consequence

of the people toward education

w~ch

is

0,

often too academic and offers little or no practical knowledSe
badly needed for the daily living.

And none of these previous

factors are not more predominant in rural than urban areas.

Thus,

it is not surprising to find that the percentage of illiteracy is
much higher in the first than in the second.

There are very few

illiteracy statistics along the line of rural and urban grouping,
particularly for underdeveloped countries.

The

follo~ing

table

illustrating the reduction of illiteracy in urban and rural popu-
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1ation of eight selected countries gives some idea to the situa-"
tion.

.

,

REDUCTION OF ILLITERACY IN THE URBAN AND RURAL POPULATIONS
OF" EIGHT SELECTED COUNTRIES FOR VARIOUS PERIODS
.
SINCE ABOUT 1900
Country
Age level
Period

Percentage of Illiteracy

Areas
and
Sex

l-a"':"'t-t~hF-e~b;"";e';"';'g-=-i""'nn';"i-:-ng--'~a-:::t-t';;':h~e;;"';::';e;.,toln~d~~

of the period

Belgi um ( 151) Urbana
1900-1930
,Both
, Male
Female
Rural
Both
Male
Female

20.5
17.9

22.8

of the:period

6 •.5
.5.8
7.0

18.6
16.2
21.0

R.9duction
in
PJ3rcent~&e

14.0
12.1
: 15.8
13.5
11.4
15.7

b

Bulgaria (lOt) Urban
Both
1900-1934
Male
Female
Rural
Both
Male
Female
c
Urban
Canada (101)
Male
1921-1931
Female
Rural
Male
FeIl'l9.le
Cuba (10/)
1899-1943

Urban
Rural

d

27.8

46.6
32.4-

18.8
11.3
26.5

21.1

76.8
60.7

3.5.2

41.6

62.2

35.7

38.8

93.5

21.9
48.3

3.6

2.7
2.0

0.9
0.7

7.7
6 •.5

6.1
4.9

1.6
1.6

26.8
66.7

9.1
33.8

17.7

2.7

45.2

32.9

2Unesco, Progress !2!.. Li terac:y: !!! Various Countries (P::.ri s,
1953), from Table 170, p. 189-190.

I

• I

TABLE III
(continued)

Country
Age level
Period

Percentage of Illiterao~
at the beginning at the end
of the period
of the period

Areas
~nd

Sex
b

..

Finland (15t) Urban
Both
1900-1930
.Male
Female
Rural
Both
. Male
Female

24.0
21.1
26.9

4.3
3.3
5.0

19.7
17.8
21.9

19.0
17.9
20.0

48.Q
45.9
50.3·

29.0
17.2
41.0

6.1
6.7
7 • .5

58.2
38.7
76.0

46.9
26.7
66.4

11.3
12.0
9.6

4.2
4.4
3.9

2.1
2.2
2.0

7.6
8.4
6.5

2.0

67.0 .
63.8
·70.3

,
.

Greece (81)
1920-1928

Union ot
South Africa.
(European or
White population lOt)
1904-1918

Urbane
Both
Male
Female
Rural
Both
Male
Female

Reduction
in
percentage

35.1
23.9 .
48 • .5

.~

-

.,

-

c

Urban
Both
Male
Female
Rural
Both
1-1ale
Female

.

2.1
2.2
1.9
5.6
6.0

2·t

•

4~9

1.

\

United States Urban!
5.1
10.1
(1of)
Rural
1910-1930
aCommunes of 5,000 or more inhabitants.
bCities and towns.

1.9
4.1

3.2
6.0

.

clncorporated cities, towns, and villages ot all sizes.
deities of 25,000 or more.
~1unicipalities

and commnnes of 10,000 or more.

flncorporated places of 2,500 or more.
8/. 10/, 15/ is equivalent to 8 years old

a~d

over, etc.

:

I

II

"

The

.

r~te

. to plaoe,
or progress varies trom plaoe

rural for one area, and.higher in another.
percentage of .illiteracy· in rural, and
is evident.
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lower 1n

3 However, the high

.

particularl~

that of women,

The following table gives a c.learer comparison of

illiteracy percentage of women and men. of twenty-five selected
countries for various periods, since 1900.

TABLE

rv4

REDUCTION .OF ILLITERACY AMONG THE MALE AND FEMALE POPULATION
IN TWENTY-FIVE SELECTED COUNTRIES, FOR VARIOUS
PERIODS SINCE ABOUT 1900
Co~try

Age level
Period
Belgium (15/)

Sex·

I---,-....;P~e=r;..;c;.:=e=n=t.;:::a.~iol.,·e~o=r~I=l~l=it.;:;..:e~~;:':..l::a:::.;:c~Y_-I

at the beginning at the end
or the period
of the period

Reduction
in
Percent aRe

1900-1930

Male
Female

17.1
22.0

5.5
'6.4

11.6
15.6

Brazil '(15/)

Male .,.
Female

57.1
7~~8

49.7
62.4

10~4

Bulgaria (10/) Male
Female
1900-1931

54.6
87.0

43.3

1920-1940

19.5

7.4

35.1
43.7.
11.6
11.8

Burma

(10/)
1901-1931

Male
Female'

50.2
94·3

38.6
82.5

Canada (10/)

Male
Female

6.4
5.0

4.8
3.6

1.4

(51)

Male
Female

58.0
91.5

29.9
56.2

28.1
35.3

Chi1i 1 (10/)

Male
Female

46.9
52.9

24.6
28.2

22.3

\

1921-1946
Ceylon

1901-1946
1907-1940

3Ibid " p. 188.
4rbid., :from Table 165, pp. 178-179.

1·.6-

24·7

~

"

"*6 in #nb'·

t1

+hN' . . . .

·h1'''fft'dbtr'rtl't

en

-rs

I
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l'ABIiS IV

(~9ntinued)

Cotmtry
Age level
Period

Sex

Columbia1 (10/)
1918-1939
CUba2 (10/)
1907-1937
Egypt (10/) ',1907-1937

Male
Female

Finland ' (15/)
1901-1946

Reduction
~ercenta~e 01' Illiteracy
at the beginning at the end
in
of the period of the period Percentage
....

-

54.5
60.0

41.7
46.5

12.8
13.9

55.4
58.3

24.9
22.2

30.5
36.1

87.0
98 .. 6

76.6'
93.9

•
10.4
4.7

Male
Female

58.0'
64.0

1 .6

1~.1

43.3
47.4

France (10/)
1920-1928

Male
Female

13.5
19.4,

,3.2
,3.6

10.,3
15.8

Greece (lo/)
1920-1928

Male
Female

2,3.8
59.4

10.1
10.3

,

Male
Female
Male
Female

,

;

,

,33.9
69.7

.

Honduras (15!) Male '
Female
1930-1945

62.2
70.7

61 • .3
66.1

0.9
4.6

Hungary (15/)
1920-1941

Male
Female

10.5
16.1

5.0
7.6

5.5
8.5

India (10/)
1901-1931

Male
Female

88.5
99.3

84.7

97.6

3.8 .
1.7

Ita1yl(10/)
1921-1931

Male
Female

2.3.3
30.0

17.8

5.5 .
4.8

Hexico (10/)
1900-1940

Male
Female

73.5
81.8

.$0.0
57.9

23.5
23.9

Philippines
(10/)
1939-1948
1
Portugal (10/)
1900-1940

Male
Female

45.6
56.8

35.6
41.7

10.0
15.1

Male
Female

63.9
81.8

41.5
58.5

22.'+
23.3

Male
Female

~7.2

17.3
28.5

29.9
40.9

Spain(10/)

1900-191.~0

9.4

2.5.2

,

" I

.39
TABLE IV

(continued)
Percentage of -Illiteracy
at the beginning at the end
of the period
of the period

Reduction
-in
Percentage

Country
Age level
Period

Sex

Turkey (10f')
1935-1945

Male
Female

68.0
90.1

55.0
83.8

13.0
6.3

Male
Female

5.7
4.9

2.3
1.9

3:4
3.0

Male
Female

94.5
95.2

78.1
79.5

16.4
15.7

4.4
4.3

5.7
6.9

Union of So.
Africa
EurCean.
(10
190 -1918
Native ofall ages
1904-1046

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

'>

United States Male
of America
Female
(10f')
1900-1930
Yugoslavia
(101)
1921-1948

Male Female

'.

.

.

.

10.1, .
11.2
340
3 .3
60.0

'-

15.434.4

.

24.9
25.6

lCriterion of literacy is abi1ity to read.
2Criterion of literacy is not unitor.m for various censuses.
3Population 12 years old and over.

\

5f'. 101, 15f' is equivalent to 5 years old, and over, etc.
P~ogress

has been made, but the high illiteracy percentage,

for women in particular, still prevails.

More than half of the

countries under consideration in Table IV have a women illiteracy
rate higher than 50 percent at the end of-the respectiVe periods.
This figure is'far from complete, because there are many other
areas having high illiteracy rate, but not recorded due to the

,
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lack of needed surveys.
High rate of illiteracy is the most common problem of many

..

countries.
extin~tion.

And various efforts-have been directed toward its
Helping the

ma~~esof

people become literate is the

aim of· fundamental education; but' in what 1x> ngue, their vernacul
language or some other internationally used medium?

The common

people have little or no need or desire for foreign language.
unless their daily living' and contact require it.

Thus, for rura

dwellers, foreign language is a great waste, in terms of money,
energy and time.

Even for

~ban

area, foreign language is still

not a necessary factor in the education of the masses.
cular language has been found to be the best medium.

And verna
IIPsycholagi

cally, it is the system of 'meaningful signs that in his (the
individual's)'mind works automatically for expressio~ and understanding.

•

SOCiologically, it is a means of identification among

the members of the community to which he belongs.

EdUcationally,

he learns more quickly through it than through an unfamiliar

5 Thus, even when the mother tongue is found

,,

linguistic medium."

I1

not always to be used in school, because of the "political, lin-

i

gUistic, educational, socia-cultural, economic, financial, prac.
6
tical obstacles," efforts are extended to use it 1.-rhenever

I

possible.

!

I

5Unesco, The Use Q! Vernacular Languages in EdUcation (Paris,
1953), p. 11.
6 Ibid •

Attempts have been made to develop and simpliry the written
vernacular languages or various countries.

Depending on the type

..

or.language".pp,onetic·or highly based on scripts'; simple or complicated" the key-note. methoq,
story-method or the script-method"
.'
consisting or grouping scripts of similar shapes into families to
teach" may be used.

Whatever technique';is used, Dr. Laubach

suggested that in making the beginner books for:'.llliterates, .the
"basic" words used should be deter.mined by scientific word count
rrom various sources such as government reports" conversation,
school readers, local newspapers, and the like. 7 This device is
of great help in eliminating unfamiliar words, obstaoles to the
raPid comprehension of the people.

On the other hand, it gives

due allowance for the differentiation of words used, of interests
and levels of the people under oonsideration, rural or urban,
adult or children.
To carry out literacy oampaign for the masses, Laubach's
techniques of neach one teach oneil has proved to be very eftectiv •
As soon as a lesson is finished, the stUdent COpies the written"
exercices, teaches somebody else" and sets out to teach more
stUdents, then comes back for the next lesson. 8

1
!

aather economica

it develops a spirit of mutual help among the people, especially

I
j

for

I

adult illiterates who are usually very sensitive in

II

ur~an

community.

This tutor method serves well in teaching
mru~ing

mis-

7Frank Laubach, Silent. Billion §peak (New York, 191.:.3), p. 97.
8Frank Laubach, Townr_t!. !l L:t terate. World (No.w York, 1938) ,p.~.

--

titts

'*

be'theY

,I

takes betore others.
, TeaChing illiterates does not require high ability, but it

.

involves

inst~ad

handle them.

a sense of compassion tor then, a little tact to

It is "the hUlp.Qliest, easie'st anc1 neediest 01' tasks

but was quite otten neglected b'ecause 1 t was too simple, and
elementary tor highly trained men and women.1t

9

Fortunately, this

situation has been changed and practically all underdevelopea
countries are carrying out, one way or another, the campaign tor
the extinction 01' illiteracy.

While literacy tor its own sake

has little or no value, it is an important means to help the
people help themselves.

Experiences everywhere show that "when-

ever attempts are made to raise the general level 01' lite, they a
\

are easier to carry out if coordinated ettorts are made to wipe
10
out illiteracy.1t
With literacy, a basic,tools 01' connm.mication,
the people will be able to explore the wisdom and wealth 01' the
world which are stored in books.

And it literacy

c~paign

provid

them with usetul and practical informations and materials to ,
satisty their interests, and meet their needs, it is doing tor
"

them more than it it oi'i'ered them a "gold mine."
!

11

And to be successi'ul, the content 01' literacy campaig.

t

I
1
i

I
,

,

l

J

9Frank Laubach, Silent aillion Speak, p. 194.
lOUnesco, Inter-American Seminar Q!!. I11iterac:y ~ Adult Education (Paris, 1950), p. 15.
'
llFrank Laubach,Tol-lnrd A Literate World, p.

5.

,

should be within the ,level of understanding of the local people.
People from the country side or of urban center do not understand

.

each other's colloquial language, along with the many objects of
their daily living.

Thus,

.~)le

campaign will loose much o:f its

e:f:fectiveness i1' wrong materials are giving to the wrong type of
people.

There:fore, the di:f1'erentiation in the content of

literac~

materials 1'or rural and' ,:urban people is necessary, just the .sa..'11e
as it is needed in preparing reading materials tor a.dults and
children.

And because people lapse back into

illiter~cy

very

easily when they have nothing to read at their reading level,
special efforts Should be given to secure suitable materials·1'or
,

the newly literates.
careful planning.

They should be the result 01' consoious and

The people's interests, their practical and

.

,

cultural needs as well as their intellectual and economic levels
must be taken into consideration.
Literacy is important and helptul, but it is not altogether
indispensable tor otJ:;ler instructions.

As .Allen said, "It must
,
not be thought that it is necessary to withhold instruction in·
agriculture, home improvement, child care, public health, and

1
i

j

I,

other essentials of rural development until the entire population
c~~

read and write.

People who have been for generation illi-

terate can profit tremendously from such an assistance in spite
12
of their handicap. II
12
II.B.Allen, Rural Reconstruction
p. 81.

",,' '

b

.!u Action (Ne,.,.. York,

1953),

Literate or non-literate, in rural or urban community, tile
people ahould be aware of the need for improvement of health
...

condition.

That is a necessity.

No community development can

prosper with mass diseases ..60 unchecked.. "Endemic diseases may
sap the vitality or the whole population and deprive them or the
initiative and energy needed to produce more rood."l3

It will

,

therefore lead. to

th~

vicious circle of malnutrition, poverty,

ignorance, and back to diseases.

Fundamental education for rural

and urban areas alike., should develop with cooperation of other
health agencies,

a strong

community health campaign.

It will hav

a dual purposes of demonstrating the natural causation of diseases
and to teach the people to prevent and cure them.
In underdeveloped country, where disease 1s usually attributed to evil spirit or Witchcraft, efforts are needed to change
this attitude.

To do so, the confidence of the peopl'e must be

first obtained through curative medecine.

And while this is

gradually secured, the value and possibilities of personal and
,
'

.

connnuni ty hygiene could be demonstrated, and the elementary
principles of hygiene, public health, and preventive medecine,
taught. 14 It requires a great deal of tact and psychology to
carry the project out successrully.

People do not like to be

13
Unesco, Fundamental Education: Description and
(Paris, 1949), p. 22.

Progr~e

14unesco, The Haiti Pilot Project, Phase ~: 1947-1949
(Paris, 19$1), p:-68.
.
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lectured bluntly about their incorrect habits •. Thus, they should
not be driven, but led.

"They should be stimulated and induced
..
l
to express a desire to live more hygieniCally.rr ; Unless the
'

people take active interest ..,and full cooperation in the program,
it will grow

~old

and die out when the fundamental education

leaders move away.
A good health project cannot be builu on poor environmemtal
sanitation.

Sources of communicable diseases such as insects,

contaminated water supply, inadequate protection of 1'oods: and the
like must be checked.

The students of

tund~ental

education

might launch, for example, a "clean_up" project in the community.
They can carry out campaign in liquidating mosquitos by using D.D.
T.,or by destroying their breeding sources: waste of all
are to be properly discarded, stagnant ponds, drained.
projects are ot large scale and need
related

agen~ies,

cooperat~on

trom

]~inds

I

~lese
oth~r

such as FAO, WHO, etc •••

The health and hygiene ot the masses of the people al:'e
eeneral largely in the hands of the women.

But in most

~n

ur~der-

developed countries, the education ot women is usually inadequate,
especially in rural area where traditions against it are I'ather
predominant.

This lack of education ot women is 9ne of the

reason of the backward condition of many countries.

IIThel.r

ignorance,fI as the United States Office' of Education puts 'it, "no

15H.B.Allen,
1

w·

"

Rural Reconstruction, p. 32.

"

"
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only impedes tmpr6vement in the health ot the people and the
betterment ot their home,~. but deprives the men ot' companionship
in marriage

an~

.

the tuture generations 01' the benetit 01' enlight-

,--

ened motherhood, which should mould their physical, mental, and
moral character in its-earliest and most impressionable period. 1I

I

1ihile they remain uneducated, little or no progress can be made.
Thus, the'fundamental education program should give special
attention to the education of women.

Courses in nutrition, pre-

paration and preservation 01' toods, in child care, and tirst aid,
or in other elements 01' home economics should be oftered in arural as well as an urban community.
The basic knowledge in health and sanitation are needed both
for rural and urban lite. - The ditterence, it there is any, lies
rather in the techniques 01' approach than in the content as such.
Home visits, demonstration, or audio-visual aids may be used
simultaneously tor the two areas.
needed.

However, special attention is

In using-tor example audio-visual aids aft medium ot

instruction, one must be aware 01' the ditterent mentality 01' the
local people.

The materials and the presentation tor simple rura

folk, in particular, should be as realistic and close to their
scope of experiences as possible.

Great deal 01' explanation and

repetition are needed to put the idea across to them.

t

\fhile help the people improving their health is important, i

I

16United States Office 01' Education, Fundamental

!

I

L

(lio,shinc:ton, D.C., 19(1,8), p.

o.

&iuc~tion

,

- ~,

...

-,

"

'

.....

",
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is not sufricient.

Men need to live, not only healthy, but also

rit--fit into. the'environment in which they live, the family, the
communi ty, and the society at large.

Too often,

of edUCation, rural people as well as their

'bec~use

of lack

underprivi~eged

frienc3

,.--

in urban area, do not know much about things beyond their family
limit.

Because of their ignorance, they are usual:,Ly afraid of

the unseen natural forces, and afraid of the complex society about
~
.
them for they are oftentimes ill-treated and exploited. To help
them better their life, fundamental

e~ucation

must impart to them

some important knowledge in simple and practical science so they
can live intelligently in their physical environment.
Basic geography and history are useful in helping them know
and appreciate other peoples and their ways ot life as well as
their countries.

Added to that, civics anould not be'at the least

sibilities in society.

Unless they realize their basic human

rights and responsibilities, social abuses and injustice,

o~

whicb

they are the victims, will be slow and difficult to extinguiShed.
Other subjects might be added to this list tor general but basic
education as the need arises.
These elementary knowledges are important and needed for the
people to live a fuller life.

However, when they are desperately

'Vdthout means to satisfy their urgent needs of daily living, good

t\

health and education are only mere empty words for them.

i

mental education "is doomed to failure'if it raises the cultural

I

·f

t
'

'''''.

Funda-

"

,
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and social aspirations of the people while leaving the economic
basis of their life at a bare subsistence level which is incapabl
of satisfying them."

17

~

And the economic improvement of the peopl

is thus essential and constijijltes, so to speak, the core of funda
mental education program.
To help the people in rural area better their 'technically
backward condition, fundamental education has a wide range oD
subject matters which can be, offered.

What to do first will

depend on the local level of development and its urgent needs.
To improve the agricultural output, the program involves instruction in:
--better methods of land management, which include conservin
or restoring the fertility of the soil by use of compost
and manures, irrigation and d~ainage, the control of erosion, and wise use of forests;
,.
--improved methods of cultivating crops, by rotation, plough
ing-in of cover crops, fencing and the use of now tools
or machines, seed selection and the control or 'elimination
of plant diseases and pests;
--introduction of new food or cash crops to suit th~8people
needs; here the care of fruit trees is important.
.
Besides agriculture as the main source of support, rural
people sometimes supplement their

f~ily

income with profits from

sale of fattened cattle and from breeding.

But too often, it

does not amount too much because of lack of scientific knovlledge,

17Unesco, The Haiti Pilot Project, Phase Qlliu. 19)Q-19Lb9, p.7 '.
p.

18Unesco, Fundamental Education, Description and Pl~or;ramme,
27.

. I

>, ." •• ,~
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Therefore, tundamental education curriculum should try to impart

.

needed informations in improved methods and techniques of animal
husbandry,

inc~uding

seleotive breeding, grazing and teeding,

todder orops and simple

vet~rinary

praotice.

And if possible, the

teohnique ot "mixed tarming" might be introduoed.

Furthermore, it

oan instruot the people in the methods ot "storage, cleaning, and
prooessing of produce," leading t,omarketing and distribution, and
possibly to seoondary industries. rr 19

During the non-farming

season, in particular, these small industries or other orafts may
be developed to help them inorease their yearly inoome.
To proteot the poor from the den of usurers, cooperatives
are of great help.

In case of rural credit cooperatives for

example, to borrow money, with low interest, the individual may
be subjeoted to oertain requirements: he has to keep good record

ot prompt payment; or perhaps, he is aSked to use selected seeds
or to employ modern techniques·in cultivation already

d~strated

••

he ndght be obliged to do
one of the many things which leads , to
I
needed change and progress.

With this prooess, "the rural credit

oooperatives not only free the borrower from the toils

ot usurer;

they may also tree him trom his own bad habits or from routine,
induoe him to beoomepUnotual, to save his money and to exercice
rorsight and train him to adopt better technioal methous.

They

are va.luable not only trom the point of view of economic develop-

19 Ibid ., p. 27-28.
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also

simultaneously~

trom that of education."

20

Therer

: i~ its program, fundamental education should not undervalue the
.

~

place of

cooperatives~

and instruction in the methods ot coopeprod~tion~

rative organization for

selling~

and buying should be

given whenever.possible.
Oooperatives are not only important for rural
for urban workers as well.
save

money~

to better their

way~

In the

income~

Further.more, they help

and

but

they help them to

therefore~

th~

people~

their

st~.'~~,L-~;~.

develop a sense of group

fellowship which are quite otten lacked in urban socithe other hand, rundamental education tor urban people

On

should particularly encourage

th~

develop local crafts and small

Hat industries, hand embroidery,

carpentry~

toy making, or any other occupations are all useful.

pottery,

They vrill

able to contribute to the active production of the

co~~try

of making their living on exces·siv.e transaction of goods,
which is quite common
in less developed urban areas.
,

Besides,
\

a more or less steadfast new occupation, tbeir income will'be

~

insecure and their living will therefore be more assured.
In these attempts to help the people in less developed areas
better their life, great deal of demonstration is needed.

For

being somewhat isolated from the rest of the world~ and thus not
20

Maurice Columbian, Cooperatives
(Unesco, Paris, 1950), p. 21.
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acquainted with any other ways of life, they are reluctant to

.

discard the old for fear that the new will turn ..out to be less
adequate.

Therefore, in order to change some of the undesirable

old ways, demonstrations both in technique and result are indispensable.

However, showing the better ways is not sufficient.

"Showing better ways must include understanding of the improved
21
method and conviction of its practicability and desirability!1I
. Examining all these important subject matters in :f'undamental
education for rural and urban areas, one cannot pass without
mention the place of the use of leisure

t~e

in its curriculum.

It is the most neglected aspects in the conditions of less developed country.

,

Leisure time is considered as a luxury and belor.gs to

tlle well-to-do people._. The common people in 'rural area or the poa t'
·in urban center have to work hard to ma.intain

·th>~1r 1iv~~'''''.

E~.;Vt~,'r~,_

,

tainlng devices, such as theater, movies, and the like, quite
common in urban area, are too expensive for them.

Further.more,

they do not have much time left to be called leisure.
they have any, it is not always fruitfUlly spent.

And if

Besides some

occasional festivals, games or folkplays which are to be encouraged, grumbling and drinking are not too unusual.
After a long and usually monotonous day of work, the people
need to rest and recreate in order to keep their balance and
2lWilliam Cyril Osgood, An Adult Education Progrr'..!Tl for Oriss~;.
India (Oregon, 1950), p. 41.

.....

nb ',.

\

I

I

promote good health. , Thus, in helping them secure for themselves
a healthier, fuller, and happier life, fundamental

..

should not underestimate the recreational aspect of

edu(~ation

it~

program.

It should try to develop in .. the people a better use ot leisure
I

time tor physical, intellectual, or cultural progress.

Measure5

could be taken to stimulate athletic activities among youth, to

I

motivate and develop folk songs, dances, games, and plays, or the

I

I

Clubs ot various interests could be organized, E~specially

like.

in urban regions where people of similar interest are
numerous.

Fairs or eXhibits 'might be

pl~ed

provincial scale to broaden their interests.

~ore

on local ,or interEntertair.Lement at

first seems to be ot secondary importance, but as a matter ot
tact, it is not unnecessary.

I'

More than once, it is

th~

eftective

,

means to get the people interested in the fundamental e:ducation
program.

That is the opening way to friendship, a star'ting point
I

tor the success of any project which needs the

coopera~ion

o:t the

people.
Besides, the religious and moral education should not be
ignored.

As a matter ot tact, it is the primary motive tor many

or the educational activities directed by various missions in
underdeveloped areas.

The ethical and spiritual traini:nr; should

e:r:lerge with the whole curriculum of the tundamental education
,

•

II
i

~',l, I

program.

However, moral and spiritual instruction should be aware

of the .fact that "many of the tensions, maladjustments and misunderstandings that exist between groups and individual,s are

,

"sl

S;'Q'iftH
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attributable to

rel~gious

and ideological intoler.ance."

22

There-

:rore, special care must betaken to assist the people "to practice

.

tolerance and,live together in peace with one another as good
neighbours. ,,23

Moral and s?_iri tual development is the most impor-

tant factor ·to everybody's life, no matter where they come from,
rural or urban community.
Those are a few characteristics in the general

sketche~

of

fundamental education curriculum for rural and urban areas in
less developed country.

What are the peculiar features in carry-

ing them out in those two regions is another question to be
examined.

I

I

p.

2~nesco, FtL~damental
47.'

Education, Description

~ Progr~e,

.

~.3united Nations, Department ot Public Intorm.a'tion, ~asiQ.
,.
J. '1.:;JL~),

• '-'1, Unit~d

Nations"

p. 1 •
. .-,' , '

lOth ed. (United.
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CHAPTER IV
MEl'HODS AND TECHNI Q,UES IN FUNDAMENTAL EDUCATION

FOR RURAL AND URBAN AREAS

Fundamental education is education in the fundamentals 9r
life.

The methods and techniques used in fUndamental education

to combat ignorance, poverty and diseases of the masses, and to
promot~

t~es

community development in less developed country are often

different from those used in for.mal education.

Like the

fundamental education curriculum, the methods and techniques are
ever changing with the local conditions and needs ot the communi t~
under consideration.
1.'0:;:.1;'.;.1'83

However, as a whole, they have some peculiru

of their own.

In organizing a fundamental education program, the basic
principles for rural and urban areas are practically the same.
The motto "help the people help themselves" summarizes somewhat
the whole philosophy or method behind thi s movement.

Fundamental

education, a design to help the people solve their urgent proble:ls
of living and better themselves, requires ror its success methods
Hhich enlist the active interest and full cooperation of the peo-

I
I

I

~

ple tOvlard whom it is directed.
"TOn.

Their confidence must first be

"1ifeH methods of production, more profitable Hays of or,ga-

54

"

.... '

nizing the

li~e o~

';

the·community, have to be understood and their

advantages appreciated
niques learned
question

o~

introduced

be~ore

be~ore

they can be

adopted~

new habits can be practiced.

coersion or

impos~tion

here,

~or

and new techThere is no

nothing can be

succes-s~ully

without the willing cooperation
1'or whom it is intended. ttl

o~

those

It is not an easy matter to raise the economdc level, improve
the health--in other words, change the standard

o~

living 01' any

retarded group, especially when it is runong the people whose lives
have been static 1'or countless years.
changed in a day.

Traditional ways cannot be

And it is not wise to attempt such speedy

change orrefor.m. 2 This point of view is also expressed by Alex
Graham. who said that "No

~ield

worker will look for speed who sees

.

,

i'undamental education as a process aimed at bringing the community
I.;U

an a,'i;aroness of its own problems and the l':lxins ot i-ts

Or.n

,

en . 1.
.

i

This is the road to responsibility, not to mere conformity or obedience, and this is the longer road. lI .3
To help the people help themselves, the program needs to be
Hithin the limit 01' local human and material resources.

The

lUnesco, Youth and Fundamental Education (Paris, 1954), p. 27

~. B. Allen, Rural Reconstruction

p. xiii.

in Action (New York, 1953)

3Alex G. Graham, IIS ome Aims and lvlethods of Fundament.a.l Education,JI in Phillips Ruopp, ed., Ap;roaches i2. Connnunity Developlil8nt
(The Hague, Bandung, 1953), p. 21 •

~

I

I
I
I

I

.

Her'*,

'.:v'

t

';"rtretf

t.V• • ,de"
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objectives shoul,d be ·reasonable and within the rekch of the people
otherwise, failure will result in a major setback, materially and
psychologically.
us~ally

The common people in underdeveloped country are

too poor to take a risk of loss without detrimental effect

on their very existence.

Besides, once deceived bY. the ineffecti-

veness ot the tundrumental education progrrun, they will get and

I

hold a dis~rusttu1 attitude which causes great obstacle to rhture

I·

attempt for improvement.

I

1
1

!
I

Thus, the program should be carefully

and modestly planned and started from the very beginning so that
good result can be obtained.

And. when the people are convinced

of the possibility of success ot the program, measures £or taster

II

improvement may be taken later on.

1

In that way, they will develop an attitude

j

The program should be planned with as well as :tor the people.
•

ot

selt-help, of lead-

ership and responsibility which are oftentimes lacked.

This

method also promotes the active interests of the people, an
important condition tor success and for long lasting of the ,proPl~ing

grrun.

with the people does not necessarily imply that

the program be determined solely by them, tor quite otten they do
not sense their own status or true level of development and, even
ii'

they are aware of this, they do not know how to better their

lives.
In organizing a tundrunental education program, one should be

.

conscious of the fact that to be succossful, the progrrum must
also grow in good harmony with their culture.
,

~
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wide

connotatio~.

nIt includes the native skills, methods, and

tools ,of the people.
1I
1

It embraces their

formal and

habits,~their

informal modes of association and organization, the structure of
their collective living.

It- emcompasses their belief, practices,

values, taboos, 'andfaiths. rr4

Some of those 1'actors need to be

renovated in order to raise the people's level of living.

And in

such effori;;,. fundamental education program must not liquida~e the
local traditional and moral sanctions until they can be replaced
1

I

by others that are more valid and are as well adapted to the
people's thought and culture.

Besides, any

at~empt

to help the

people solve their urgent needs must be recognized by the people
themselves.

There is no place in

~damental

view that people should be "disciplined into
force or by the cut-and-dried

p~ans

education 1'or the

progres~

either by
I

01' well-intentioned outsiders.

With those general principles as guidelines, how should a
fundamental education program proceed?

The 1'irst step is to make

some basic surveys on national and local scale.

The first will

"reveal the areas in greatest need of .fundamental education, the
.

i.

extent of illiteracy, ignorance, poverty, and disease, the degree
of education development already achieved in each area, and the
location and ex.tent of existing enterprises operating in the

4Edmund Brunner and Yang IIsin Pao, Rural America and the
ExtensIon Service (New York, 1949), p. J.77.
5unesco, Fundamental Education, Description and Progrrunrne.
(Unesco, Paris, 1949), p. 16.

sa

. 6 '.
!'undamental education field."
Local surveys on the other hand ,

should provide, if possible, information concerging the geography
of the area, material

resources~

demograph7 an anthropology-,soci

political structure, agricul-ture, animal husbandry, health, nutri
tion, local arts and crafts, spiritual background, educational
structure and material needed. 7
The

f~ndings

of these initial surveys will form the bas1s

for planning 1'undrunental education progrrun in terms of special
problems, needs and potentialities of the area.

On the other

hand, the data obt~ined also will. guide the p~eparation of mate-"·
rials for fundrunental education for adults and children, for rura
and urban communities with consideration to the SRecific factors
:!

~j

~

.J

of language, culture; customs and economic activi ties of the
people.

And the findings will provide, besides, a yardstick

against which the subsequent progress of the project can be
measured. 8 To secure acurate data and to avoid to some extent
suspicions or resistance, these surveys should be

caustious~y

carried out, or even postponed if necessary, until the field
workers are fully accepted by the community.
o~

And the first stage

the program initiated to win the con£idence of the people may

be launched simultaneously with, or before the surveys.
·6Uni ted States Of:fice of Education, Fundamental Ec1uc~tion

(i-Ja~~lington,

1948), p.- 21.

7Ibid.
8

Unt3sco, FundamAntal Educatlon,

Descripti~ •••

,

l)P.

52-53.
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When the cgmpaign tor tundmmental education is launched,
when the confidence of the people has been more or less secured,
and when the data of surveys obtained, certain of the outstanding
local problems may be selected for attack.
~tild

These preferably

be only a few problems so that manpower and material resour

ces may be intensively focused toward limited objectives.

The

size od the area to be covered will
depend on the resources 1avai,
lable, the "prevailing physical and social conditions, and the
level of educational development already achieved, on transportation, homogeneity of language, and many other practical considerations.

It is suggested that the

problem.~

selected should be

of impersonal implication so that to avoid unnecessary opposition
on the part of the involved persons, at least at the beginning.
The support of the people of influence and authority 'in the com7'''''''.:tt.y

is helpful tor rapid' success.

The methods appropriate to carry out the selected projects
are then to be chosen.

All available facilities of the communitY6
\

educational, social or other, should be used to the best benefit
of the progrrun.

Youth or adult organizations, parish or

communit~

eroups, or any other voluntary agencies, it there are any, are
helpful sources of manpower and material.

Other international

or national set-ups may provide some financial or technical
assistance for the project.
And the last step in organizing the fundamental education
proGram is evalUation, to estimate the progress and to .discover

l

___

tbftt't
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the shortcomings.

Quite often" fundamental' education projects

tend to have excessive concern forspectacular,~lIshow-window.
9
.
.
psychology.1I . And on the other hand" undirected and sporadic
activities may sometimes occur because of the absence of a definite and fixed plan of action in fundamental education.
fundamental education needs, more than any o.ther

program~

Therefor,
a regu-

•
lar and periodic evaluation of the work to eliminate the unappropriate and wasteful factors.

The objectives of the program shoulc

serve as the constant guide for the workers to check up on their
activities.
Those are the general steps in launching fundamental education program.

Projects have been carried out everywhere, especi-

\

ally in rural communities.
from one project to another.
j

i

\

1

The starting point of

at~ack

varies

The objectives mdght be for agri-

cultural improvement" health" literacy, or for any other aspect
of rural life.
same.

However, the steps followed are more or less the

The community development project at Bactad, Philippines

is a good concrete illustration of the launching process of

1

fundamental education program for rural area.
rrhis is a five weeks project carried out by several

cor..nnunit~

groups headed by the Community Council: youth Adult ASSOCiation,
110del Community ASSOCiation, the Parent Teacher Association, and

9Isrnael Rodriguez Bou, "Pointers on Illiteracy, II School and
Society, LXXVII (January 1953), 21.

I

1

I

j

I

I1

I
..\
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the Barangay

As~ociation.

Atter surveying the conditions and

needs of the Bactad village, it was decided thaj; every yard in
the vill~ge should be fenced, to keep the coumpounds of PO~ry
and pi"gs from the house as .f'-ar as possible so that plants and
gardens would not be damaged.

Simple and sanitp.ry toilets were

to be built, drainage systems under the kitchen of each house
were to be.constructed •. Each one of those projects had
~~ttee

one~om

in charge, headed by adults with cooperation of all others.

Demonstrations were

arrang~d

in fencing, constructing of toilets

and the like, and discussion groups were organized to learn and
discuss the practical consequences of their projects, the cost an
the durability of materials used.

,

Contests in those projects wit

cash prices which would help the family with modest

I,
~I

t, .

imfood supply.

~eans

increas

At the end of the project, it was observed that

the home became a more comfortable and sanitary place to live in.
Besides, in building up the standard of the home, gambling has di
appeared, marking an important change in. the moral life of the
people. lO
In most urban areas, institutions for social welfare and
adult education are generally already present and carrying out irl
fact some fundronental education programs.

"What is requb:'od is

therefore to coordinate their work rather than to launch fresh

lOpedro Orata, "Philippines Village Improves Itself,1I
Educationn.l Digest, XVII (Pebruary 19.52), 4b-~.8.
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projects."ll
rural area.

Life in urban community is more organized than in

.

And the need for basic surveys may be thus .less

obvious than in the non-urban areas.

However, in planning syste-

matically fundamental educayion for urban underprivileged groups,

1

I

sociological survey is

1

~portant

to discover the deficiencies in

1

existing social and educational services, and the special needs

1

and aspirations of the people, in

I1

When the survey is .made and specific problems have been selected,

j

o~er

to

r~edy

what is

la~ked.

I

a plan of action and techniques, including the last stage of eva-

I

luation is to be set up and carried out.

i
I

i

i

I

There are more facilities in terms of manpower and material
set-up to carry out .fundamental education in urban than in rural

j

areas.

I
1

other educational plants are more numerous; there are more oppor-

,

1

1l

There is greater supply of reading materials; museums and

tunities to organize evening classes, e:xh1bitions,
various other clubs and discussion groups.

I

e=:c',.~:rsions 0:::'

In rural areas, the

situation is much less favorable and it is more di.f.ficult to
\

1
I
I

I

administer fundamental education projects.

Another contrast

between the problems of rural and urban program in tundrunental
education comes from the fact that in a rural community, all or
nearly all of the people live on tIle same economic, social, and
vocational level and they do not ha.ve the stimulus to change or
improve their ways of living.

On the other hand, in an

~rban nre~.

llUnosco, The Right to Education (Paris, 1952), p. 20 •

.b
'

there are many standards of living, many levels of education,
many different occupations.
aroused by

hi~

The urban dweller therefore is

..

urban, varied environment to seek change and to

look for training which

wil~_help

.--

him live as he sees some of his

more fortunate neighbors living.
Special devices are therefore needed for rural community.
While the program in urban .area is more along the line of

a~ult

education, that of rural region is along that of exte~sio~ serviCE.
It is "out-of-school, roadside education n12 which is desi~ned to
"help rural families apply science to the day-by-day routine of
farming, homemaking, and other aspects of rural living. fJ

13

Aim-

ing at producing change and to teach the people more excellent
ways, extension is inevitably an assault upon accepted prpcedured
sanctioned by the habit of the years.
of

U{)pI'oo.ch

The most effe~tive method

is demonstration, method-demonstratior:

larly, result-demonstration.

t'.rtu., P2..:,,·:;::'Clt-

Sometimes, the rural progran involvEs

the selection of a,site in a village as center to carry
work.

People from

rura~

o~t

the

areas will come there for instruction'

and go back to their locality to practice.

The center sh)uld be

therefore at a convenient location so that people from a ,.,ride
radius can profit from it.

Quite often, such a location ts

12Brunner and Yang, p. 1.

13EClrnund Brunner, et.a.l, eds., Farmers of' ~ \oJorld: The
Development of Agricultural Extension (New York, 1945), p,l.

~
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difficult to'

the relatively isolated set-up of

se~ure,·because o~

rural 'communities.

It must also be

remambered~hat

the lack of

progressive individuals in rural areas usually affects the effectiveness of

a

demonstration--center.Instead ,of having the people

coming to him for advices, the fundamental education worker has
j

I

to go to them to. 'offer his help.

j

•
Since. the needs of the people are manifold, the fundamental

I
\
i
1

,
!

1

!

I

education project for them will inevitably involve a wide range
of activities.

I

I

limited.

But individual efforts and material resources are

'£his condition requires a special set-up whereby funda-

mental educators can work together in a united front.

'.I.'

.hus orga-

nized, the ground can be divided among the team members of diffeI

rent skills and knowledge to be attacked.

The work will therefor

result, not only in an aspect of, but in "an integrated pattern-a'design for living¥for the community. ,,14 Union is 'strength:
work together not only

hel~to

bring better result, but also

help~

the members overcome the feeling of loneliness and despair before

1

the

1

team approach to fundamental education has been increasingly

iI

of the job they face.

~ensity

recognized.

And the value

o~

this field

China depends on the use of teams for her mass educa-

tion movement.

Turkey is doing the same for her rural areas. 15
I

l4unesco, Fundamental

Education, Description.@::! ProF,ram:nc,

p.

54.

p.

l5Uni ted Sta.tes Office of Educat;ion, Fundamenti'll l:duc:)tion,
23.

.........
,',
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Everywhere, 1'iel.d team approaoh is advooated and used.
Fundamental education 1'ield teams have

the~1'unctions

01' oarry

ing out the basio surveys, 01' drawing up the plans of aotion and

.

preparing currioula and educational
materials according to the
.
problems, requirements and potentialities 01' the environment.

And

besides its major work 01' putting the program into operation, the
1'ield team.has to train local 1 eaders, teaohers, and workers.• 16
This is one of the most important .1'actors in the success 01' the
program.

In "The Concept of a Team," A.G.Dickson maintained that:

1

The function of !!

1

trate teohnical
response and

\
\

that

~

~

lies in its capacit:r not

expertis~,

therefor~

~ ~

to oarry .Q!1 this

§.Q.

much to da'11ons-

arouse initiallY.ga emotional

]Q train !! group of potential leaders in

tor !! sufficient period

~

~~~~

enable

!Q!!!.Q.

has le1't.

.

17

.

,

of thal!l, at lea.st

The size 01' a team varies from place to plaoe, usually
fiv~ to ten.

frm~

It should be "large enough to perm.it speoialization,

but not so large as to give the impression that the team, rather
than the local people, will be doing the work. II

18 In general, it

includes a team leader, or ohairman, who organizes, coordinates,
orien.tates and supervises the project.
16-

Ibid., p.

The literacy teacher has

24.

17A.G.Dickson,' "The Concept of a Team, "
rl.
in.
Philipps
--uopp,
od., Approaches to Community Develol2.ment (The lbsue, Notherland,
19$3), p. 23~-18unesco,

Fun4~ental

".~~

~ .; ".,:(. -~;; : ....)<.,;, '

Education, Description ••• , p.

55.

I

!

1
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J
I

to organize groups of illiterates in the village and teach them
the basic tools of three R's, to help and

enco~age

village peopl
I ..

with some education to take over the work.

The home agent, on

the other hand, is responsible for the improvement of the home
condi tions.

And along with him, the nurse will carry out campaig

for health and hygiene and provide needed'assistance in eliminating diseases.

The teacher of practical agriculture and rclhted

activities will be in charge of the betterment of far.ming methods
And not to forget the use of leisure time, the recreational
I

director will organize recreational activities for the community.
The instructor of cottage industries, the carpentry teacher and
the audio-visual mobile unit operator are the other terun members
suggested by the mission to Burma. 19

Other members may be added •'

.

The number of team members as Well as their specialities will
depend upon the conditions and needs of the local community.
Team work organized under the form of schools on wheel is
an adaptation of the demonstration center to the conditions,of
rural communi ties in underdeveloped country.

Equipment for

demonstration is carried in a car or truck from place to place.
Varying vlith the season, it consists sometimes, of new farming
instruments for demonstration, a portable garden Hith groHing
plants and vegetables, or materials needed to give concrete illus

19Tisinger, Hernandoz and Fairey, Report Qf. the Nis!"i0r! to
Unesco .c:ducational 11issions No.III {Paris, 1951}, pp.74-76

B'.lI'!'rl8.,

",'

".'-.-,!

•

i:'~'
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tration in how to
the garden.
care of

pre~are

the land, to

fe~tilize

it and to plant

Lessons are given also in cooking, canning, cleaning,

.

a~als

and in many other aspects of fundrunental educatior..

Demonstrations are given

in.~uccessive

days in the neighborhoods

of the community and thus provide a more or less definite schedule
for each area.
Work

~lone

this line of approach is quite limited and some-

times appears as mere show-circus.

Due to the fact that the fielc

,workers do not have enough time to be with the people, since tiley
have to move about constantly, they are more or less regarded as
outsiders.

The confidence of the people is thus hard to win, and

the fundamental education program cannot fulril at its best the
desired objectives.

Besides, local leaders cannot be effectivel~

motivated or trained with this show-circus technique.

Moreover,

it requires extra time, energy, and money to travel from place to
place; there is, on the other hand, the troublesome and inconvenience of carrying around needed eqUipment ror demonstration.
The most adaptable approach to the rural condition is
that of temporary stationary teams.

perhap~~

Instead or travelling e.ll

the time, the membeJ;?s of the team stay in one community for

t~m

or more years to organize and carry out fundamental educo..t:tOll
projects until the people are capable,of carrying it out thcm!}elves.

Then the team will move to another area and stnI't the

lrJork anaH.

In this procedure, the team is able to profit from

both the demonstration center approach and that of the

l~lovable

.,

"

.

• (

1,)

•

.',

i;'
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sehool.
Added to these different approaches in orga,p.1zing :f'updamentaJ.
education proj'ects for rural and" urban·areas, the question of'
adaptable methods of' teaching--also requires special consideration.
In general, this invo'lves the use of objective methods and means,
including exhibits, demonstrations, filmstrips, motion pictures,
or the like..

On',the other hand, O'ral methods of teaching

I

are

commonly adopted through meetings, group discussions, farm and

I,

home visits and radio.

i

"

Besides, for the literates and new:litc-

rates, printed materials such as bulletins, posters, circulating
libraries, newsletters are of great help in preserving their
literacy and in supplying needed informations to better their
.

lives.

Anyone of those media is easier to apply to urban than to

,

rural areas, because of the relative lack in human and physical
facilities of the latter.

However, efforts have been made to

better this condition.
Among those elements" mass communication is a relevant'
feature of fundamental education program.

Audio-visual aids, in

particular, are of' great importance with their vivid and easy
means of' communication covering large audience.

On the one hand,

they serve as aids to literacy teaching, on the other hand, as
the main method of' instruction, especially when the teaching stat!
is nmall or the majority of' the masses are illiterate.

Practi-

cally the 1--Thole content of' a f'undrouental education pro[;rruu is
susceptible to be treated by means of film or l'udio.

But Ii ttlo

~

',....'0'''''~,

<~:·\;.,,,-:C

,

.',

','.~

"
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has been done along this line beoause of great finanoial obstaoles
Transmitters, and reoeiving sets, film
t09 expensive ~or general use.

projeotor~

and films are

Besides, the soaroity of eleotri-

oity, espeoially in rural ar.eas, adds more barriers to their wide
use, along with.the laok or adequate films for illiterates and for
educationally backward communities.
is still

i~

The use of audio-visual aids

the experimenting stage.

However, their great

p~ten

tiality for success and signifioant importanoe in fundamental education program are gradually reoognized, and efforts have been
given to make greater use or them.

In I1exico, for instance, tliO

speoial missions for motorized and cinematographic purposes were
organized alo'ng with its forty-eight rural missions and, five other
, 20

I

speoial missions for workers' distriots.

It is generally observed that audio-visual aids need to take
into consideration the level and condition of life o:r'the peoplo
for whom they are given.

The teohniques used for urban area may

not be applicable to 'rural folk.

Children and ootmtry dvTeliers,
•

having no previous experience with the media of cinema, for
example, carmot easily interpret motion piotures.

A

group of rura

J1exican was shown a film on water purification whereby the contnminated "v-later VIas colored red.

After the session, the people left

assured that their water waS pure ror it had never beon red.

21

20 Lloy d. H1..'-ehes, 'rhe I-!oxican Cultural Mission PI'Or;l'nrrUHt'1 (Unesc '.
Paris,' 1950), p. 21.
21

Uno~co

Le~rn

and L1Ye (Pnrls,

1')~1),

.-26.

I

'-"

_
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The proper methods or organization and or teaching in rundamental education are the keys to success of

th~program.

But the

latter cannot· be promoted if the rundamental educators or field
workers are not adequately ··trained.

Methods are important, but

will be of no use ir the teachers do not know or do not put them
into practice.
educators

~re

Like any other type of teachers, fundamental
the instruments through which the educational •pro-

gram is carried out.

Thus, their proper training is indispensabl€,

whether they will work in rural or urban. community.
Besides a general education, teachers in fundamental education need some' proressional tr,aining in this parti.cular field.

,

The general backgroUnd or the whole r1eld as well as some special

.

aptitude ror a particular aspect of the progrrum anould be masterec •
Practical experiences are helprul ror the success

o~

the teachers,

especially in fundamental education which is education for living.
On the other hand, since the people attend the program only on a
voluntary basis, the character and temperament or the teachers
are of great importance.

They should be patient, humble, have

compassion for the people and a ready understanding of their
problems, needs, and aspirations.

They should be, not only able

to teach others, but also to learn from them.
i!l

In rlu'al connnuni ty

ps.rticular, the basic knowledge of rural life, the sympathy

~:5_ th
a1'00.8

rure,l people, and willingness to serve in out-or-tho

i-lf1Y

aro t11e m03t essent:5.al qualification, and take pl'cccdcnce
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'22

over formal education.

. Yet, this too is one ot the important

criteria for the selection of staff members
The training of teachers or
is part of the total

educati~nal

work~rs

in

f6r~rural

community.

~und~~ental

education

system, and.needs the assistance

of all available teachers'training institutions, university
departments, or any other training centers.

It involves lI(a} the

training of 'foreign' work~rs and field teams to go into leds
developed areas and initiate fundamental education projects or
c~~paigns;

(b) the training of workers in ,the fields, especially

in project cen~ers; (c) teachers' and workers' seminars and study
conferences and training courses ,in more advanced communities." 23
The latter may be regarded more or less as in-aervice-training
program.

It is not.of little importance for' it helps, develop a

sense of common effort among the workers and provides them Hith

,
I

needed refresher courses.
Training of 'foreign' teachers is well illustrated by the
~he
program of Unesco at Patzcuaro, Mexico.course

twenty-one D1Qnths with five distinct phases.

o~~

study last

Atter the intro-

ductory period whereby the students contribute their experiences
and knowledge from their respective cotmtl"ies, concerning vario . .:s
aspects of fundamental education programs, instructors then

COl1-

uuct a seminar in general principles, methods and objectives of
22U .13.Allen, Rural Reconstruction in Action, p. 19~.•
23 U• S. Office of Education, Fund[lnlnntal ~ch~cn.tion, p. '-?5
J
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the program.

The students are divided later into teams and each

terum is asaigned a village.

Basic surveys are ~de and during

the fourth pha'se, fundamental edt1.cation pro'jects for each village
are worked out with the assistance of the teaching staff.

And

finally, the teams are sent to their respective villages to live
there and tryout their plans, for a period of about two weeks.
Then they continue to work during the day and review the restilts
at night at the center. 24 When the training is finished, the
students return to their countries and carry out the work.
This plan of training is on an international basis, it may
be very well reduced to a smaller scale, on a national level.
Besides the people who want to take up the work in fundamental

. '

,

education as their full time profession, others can be encouraged
in this work.

The regular students, for instanoe, can be orga-

nized into work teams.

They will take extra training courses in

town during the school year, and work together during their
summer vacation in a rural community.

They will live among,the

countrymen and help them according to the fundamental education
plan.

Thus proceeding, they will make good use of their vacation

by contributing to the welfare of the nation;

and the lack of

manpower supply to carry out fundamental education ,.,rork in rl.lral
area may be thus lessened to some extent.

~unesco, The Right to Education, pp.

49-50.
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The training of local worker.s is particularly necessary

-r01-'

the continuation of the progrrun, when the team has to move away.
Various measures have been taken along this line.

The Haiti

Pilot Project, for instance,- gave a provision for a two-year
course of training for fifty young Haitians as school teachers,
adult and. community education workers.

They were given instruc-

tion in the general background of the whole field of fundam~ntal
education

~~d

in some special aptitude for at least one particula

aspect of' the program.

The community fundamental education pro-

gram in school, adult center, clinic or far.m, and the like, serve
as training ground for them until they become more expert and
qualified to vlork on their own. 2>

.

The problem of teachers 'training in fundamental education is
common to both rural and urban community, and is, among all other ,
a

~~';';j'

~~o

good success of the program.

in education.

It is new but n.eedy f.:eld

There are many problems to be solved yet, and many

aspects to be taken into consideration.

This field is broa.d a.nd.

needs close cooperation of all agencies, whether voluntary or
public, local, national or international.

25unesco, The Haiti Pilot Project, Phase One: 19Lb7-19L:.9
(Paris, 1951), P:-6~--

..

CHAPTER V
'SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Improperly clothed, poorly hous'ed,unde~n~urished, diseased,
illiterate, and
o~

inhabitants

countries.
turmoil

~requently
o~

exploited--such is the

this planet, especially those in underdeveloped

These conditions lead up to much

o~ t~e

present day world.

~or

the unrest and

o~

Fund~ental

the proper means' to change this condition
people.

~ate o~ ~llion

education is perha.s
those unrortunate

It is, one may say, the direct antithesis

philosophy and economic policy.

"Instead

o~

o~

the colonial

regarding the ignor

people as subject o~ exploitation and a source o~ cheap manual
labor, the
interest

~und~ental

o~

education

progr~

has in mind·the highest

these poor people, to raise their living standard and

economic status to a level befitting the dignity

o~

. For the world today, a world full of conflicts,

human being. lI
o~

tensions

and of misunderstandings, guns or any'other warfare devices are
not the real answer.
killing.

There has been enough shooting, enough

H1.unan society haS

suf~ered

very much, and nOH' needs

instead of more suffering, some appreciation, some sincerity, and

~1ildred Tsal, Fundrunent8.1 Education: The Bnckbonf) ( ) f Fnosco,
Unpublished Naster's Thosis, Smith College (Northnlllpt-;(m,l05":,), .
n
'7)'
j.

,_.
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love for one another.
peace.
end.

That is perhaps the only means toward

Education, many people believe, is the, I!oad tOvlard that
And it is thus not surprising

th~t

•

Unesco, a world organi-

zation to promote peace, haS- assigned "highest priority to educa2
tion," of which fundamental education is its backbone.
The lack of educational facilities is a common feature in
most underdeveloped countries.

f~w

Except for a comparatively

children in school, the rest of them and many of their parents ar
left untouched by modern education.

This condition not only

impedes progress of the whole country, but also brings conflicts
and maladjustments,.not only in the family between parents and
children, but in society as a whole between youth and age.
fundrunental education is to be seen as one means to

h~lp

And

non-in-

dustrialized country develop itself for better living and to keep
its society in good balance in its development toward modernization. 'In a whole, fundamental education program is an

att~~t

~ardi

to help the people realize wha't; Lucas Ortiz calls the four
nal points of fundamental education.

That is

to

say, man must

protect his health, he must take advantage of local natural
;:,,::sources, he must dignify his home life--materially and spiritually, and he must be given the opportunities to enjoy leist1.1'e. 3
In other words, helping the people eliminate

povert~",

:..gno-

2'1laldo Gifford Lelancl, Unesco and the Dei'ens(') of fc::tCEl. (Stani'oru, California, 1947), p. 20.
3Lucas Ortiz, as quoted in Lenrn and Live
- - . (Paris.. 19.51), p.IS

I

I

;
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rance, disease, and high death rate is the main issue or rundamental education.

It.is the common objective

01].

all rundamental

education projects, whether they are ror rural or urban areas.
Literacy campaign is quite orten the common rront or attack or
most rundamental education programs, ror it is an important tool;
but like all tools, it will get rusty 1r it is not kept in use •
And as

~v .E.Ward

•
said in his speech before the Special Committee

on Information rrom Non-Selr Governing Territories, at. 'Lake Success, "if we ldsh to cure illiteracy, it cannot be cured solely
by providing more schools,

~portant

as schools are, we must also

n4
provide large quantities
of suitable materiai.
.
.
The fundamental education program does not end there.
and economic improvement are the crying needs of
loped countries.

mos~

,

HeaIt"

less deve-

In helping the people eliminate endemic

~~d

contagious diseases, measures should be also taken to prevent us
much as possible new types of diseases common to more advanced
areas.

For it is observed that

There are no frontiers to health problems--there is only a
succession of horizons. No sooner has effective control
of infectious or contagious diseases been gained and l~l:.l,SS
diseases reduced or cleared away, than other dt se~'\scs have
ansumed a new gravity. This phenomena must be cal'efully
vl8.tched in areas of rapid industrialization, otherHise
diseas'Js of advanced civilization such as silicosIs cl.nd
mental or dec;enerativc disturbances may find a popnlntion
llilable to resist them. 5

,'I'
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Besides, in attempting to

i~~ove.

tne

at~da~~ o~ liY!~~ o~

the people in urban or rural area, the best elements of their

.

culture shoul,d be developed.

And when needed, the introduction

of neW elements should be in_good
harmony with the way of living
."-and thinking of the people.
reach.

The program should be within their

Hm-rever, it should not disregard the fact that there are

cases where the latest scientific inventions can contribute.to
the rap,id economic development of the underdeveloped countries.
On

the other hand, since women',s

m~ny

educat~on

has been neglected in

of those countries, sup,erstitions and illiteracy among women

are much worse than among men.

Thus, programs of fundamental

education shOUld' not overlook the place of education of women, a
necessity for the general raising ,of the level of living of the ,
people.'
T'nose principles in'fundamental education are common to both,
programs for rural 'and urban areas.

However, the curriculum of

the fundamental education for each community will depend upon the
,
urgent and felt needs of the people. And the originating step's
of each program will therefore be different.

For urban area, it

'Hill involve, for instance, literacy ca'rTlpaign, heaJ.th educntion,
trn.ining in occupational skills, in proper use of 10i sure t:b:c,
or somo other activities of adult education on an olt:ment::'.ry levc2..
And "I'Thile adult education

~ctlvities

are predominant 1n urb,'l.r1 arc:-.

Gxtension service projects are prevalent in that for
munity.

1"1:1"81

com-

The proGram for rural rec;ion will capitalize on those

ct'. "'ENrol¥' +fttZ'·nM,·dqe.;i *"itr.:t+ 1;·:·2:·..~Mi'6a*"i1jtk_.*1~,.~_$,Wz#»~#~7i.¢tfi"'(:i
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the development of the community, such az

of farming methods and tools, introduction or develop-

ment of local' crafts and industries, 'im;rovemen~ of hygiene and

.--

sanitation,or the like.

The methods of approach of fundamental education program for
rural and urban areas will vary with their educational, social,
economic, ~nd political conditions and needs.
the

progr~

In urban co~unity,

may be carried out easily through various available

organizations, such as adUlt study

gr~ups,

youth and workers

associations, and others.

For rural area, where manpower and

educational facilities are

lacked~

special devices are needed.

Team work, on a mobile or non-mobile basis, has proved to be the

,

most appropriate fur rural community.
In launching fundamental education progralli for rural as 1'lell
as for urban areas, mass communication is of great importance,
especially audio-visual aids.

But, the teachers or workers in

fundronental education should be aWare of the fact that when. the
people are hungry for something and have access to it, they have
the tendency to have a dangerous overdose of that for H11ich they
have been 10n3ing for.

RadiO,

filmstrips, or any other

fi~s,

media of co.mr(l'unication should be .wi thin the ability of the !)cople
to read, understand and obtain lmo1Vledge.
mental education must be carefully planned.
a

310'..1,

painstnldne enterpr1se.

Therefore, the fundaIt is, ::md l1:l:st bo

lilt requires plans thn.t arc Kol1

thoucht out, a:i.ms that are HelJ. established, px:ocec1ul'os
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been well tested.

Trial-and-error, or improvisation, should not

be confused ,with careful experimentatlon,,,6 an<! should be used
only when there is no other means.
1rf'.aatever approach the.,-fundamental educ1ation program is
carried out, through adult education techniques in urban area, or
through

extensio~

service methods in rural region, the basic

principle'pf helping the people help themselves should be eter
present vIi th the fundamental education project.

And the high art

of helping the people of less developed countries is to help them
walk into the modern world with "their heads up and their eyes
open"? with something to give as well as something to receive.
That is where lies the rich diversity of the world, a diversity
that needs to be preserved.
To help the people help themselves toward a better life is
necessary, not only because of Christian charity, but also becaus'
it is badly needed in maintaining world peace and in promoting
denocracy.

There can be no safe democracy when the people ,are

ignorant, poor, and sick.

"To place the ballot in the hand of

the illiterate persons is like hanging a dia.mond around the neck
of a. 1i ttlo chilcl and sending it out into the cro\Jdod street. ,,8

61 smael Rodriguez Bou, "Point ers on Illiteracy, II Schoo'
Society, LY~XV11 ('January J 953), 20.

[l11(1

7Frank Laubach, Toward A Literate \vorld (Nmv York, 1938),1'.17

8

,

Cora Hilson Stewart, Henry Van Dyke, Moonl:tr:ht School .fer
tho E..'m,::uwipntion of Ac1ult Illi terates (NOH Yorl~, 11)23T;l"l. lrrr:-
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Besides, the unfortunate poor of the world are not deaf.
they hear' ti>10

voices.~

One is telling them, trYQU are poor because

the rich have kept you poo.
is power.

Today

Revolt!,11

The other says, "Knowledge

Educated people"'rmow how to take wealth from the

ground and minerals and water.

Leran their secret!,,9

Those

people are willing to try either way,. and that is where lies the

•
responsibility of. fundamental education toward promoting world
peace through helping the underprivileged people improve their
level of living.
The job is great, but it does not therefore imply that men
should not try.

Countless people are in desperate need for help.

Their conditions cannot be ignored any longer.

And however

difficult the attempts to help them may be, hope in progress is
a major prerequisite of further progress.

9Frank Laubach, "Literacy as A Base for World Peace,tI Phi
Delta Kappan, XXXIII (October 1951), 86.
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